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Happiness key to professional success, engineer says
that a positive attitude is crucial to finding happiness in
life. He said some of his inspiration for creating thrill rides
comes from his children, who he remembers would be
easy to entertain by throwing them in the air and catching
The “thrill meister” is what Stan Checketts’ wife, Sandy, them. He said he then thought sending someone 185 feet
said her husband is known by. He created a roller coaster
in the air would be enough to thrill an adult.
that accelerates from zero to 108 miles per hour in two sec“There are a lot of unhappy people in this world,” Stan
onds, which was faster than any other roller coaster at the
Checketts said. “I’ve interviewed a lot of them, and I’ve
time, holding a world record, Sandy Checketts said.
fired a lot of them. Get involved, make
As part of Engineering Week,
something happen, be excited about
engineer and roller coaster creator
life.”
“There are a lot
Stan Checketts addressed a group of
Stan Checketts said the way
students, Tuesday, about the difference
of unhappy people
he found his passion in engineering
between a successful and unsuccessful
in this world. I’ve
was by stepping outside of the box.
engineer.
He said that in school, students are
interviewed
a
lot
of
Checketts’ company S & S
given all the material they need to
them, and I’ve fired
Worldwide, based out of Logan, is the
know in order to be successful in their
creator of the Big Shot located atop the
a lot of them.”
field. However, all of it means nothing
Stratosphere in Las Vegas, Nev. The
without ideas. He said the first time
company has roller coasters and other
he stepped out of the box, he created
–
Stan
Checketts,
thrill rides all over the world. Some
a thrill ride that he took to a market
countries include Germany, China,
founder of S & S researcher. His idea was ultimately
Korea, Argentina, Austria and Sweden.
Worldwide discouraged by the market researcher
In the U.S., the company’s amusement
who told him there weren’t any nice
park rides include the Supreme Scream
amusements parks that would be excitat Knott’s Berry Farm and Lagoon’s Rocket and Re-entry,
ed about his ideas, he said. Though his ideas were declined
as well as many others. Stan Checketts said though he
he “didn’t take no for an answer,” he said.
never received a degree in engineering, he was able to
Since S & S Worldwide began in 1989, the company has
learn everything he needed to know to create a successful
built 115 rides throughout the globe, according to the comroller coaster company through his jobs as a construction
pany’s Web site, www.s–spower.com. It is most well known
worker, electrician and carpenter.
for its bungee towers, space shocks and turbo drops, three
“What is an engineer?” Stan Checketts asked the audidifferent types of rides the company has invented.
ence. “A professional engineer has a stamp that says the
In order to develop one of Stan Checketts new attracAmerican people trust that they can put a roof over our
tions, he engineered a ride that functioned with a piston
heads without it caving in.”
After fathering 11 children and working in almost every
- See RIDE, page 4
one of the 50 states, Stan Checketts said he has learned

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

STAN CHECKETTS, founder of S & S Power and rollercoaster inventor, told
students to find individuals to invest in their profitable ideas. Checketts spoke
Tuesday as part of USU’s Engineering Week. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

Legislators
use Rainy
Day Fund

You can kiss me in the TSC

By CHELSEY GENSEL
news senior writer

The ASUSU Executive Council passed a bill
allocating $3,228.21 to Fusion HD3, USU’s
student radio station, during ASUSU’s Feb. 17
meeting.
The money will be used to buy equipment
so Fusion HD3 can accommodate requests to
offer on-location broadcasts at campus events,
according to the bill. It also states that in cooperation with Utah Public Radio, the cost of the
equipment needed was able to be reduced. The
money will come from Capital & Support funds,
which became an option only after a search for
donations was unsuccessful. The bill was sponsored by Jeremy Winn, ASUSU athletics and
Campus Recreation vice president. Co-sponsors
were Programming Vice President Erin Reeder
and Administrative Assistant Nate Robinson.
Executive Vice President Spencer Lee reported on student lobbyists’ trip to the Utah State
Capitol Thursday, Feb. 11, saying it was a success and legislators expressed gratitude for both
the ice cream and the visit.
Lee said budget numbers from the
Legislature came in today at $11.2 billion, about
$50 million less than was hoped for, but the
numbers do not represent a significant decrease
in comparison to last year’s budget. He said
about half of the Rainy Day Fund will be used
largely for higher and public education to “back
fill” previous budget cuts. Lee said he does not
foresee any additional cuts.
“I’m thrilled with these numbers, not
because it’s what we hoped for, but because it’s
not as bad as it could be,” he said.
In keeping with efforts to reduce costs, the
council discussed the possibility of eliminatAT THE IPOD KISS OFF, Clark Evans and Brynne Cook compete in the Taggart Student Center for an iPod from the USU Bookstore. Evans

- See ASUSU, page 4
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and Cook won the competition with a time of two hours and 13 minutes. TODD JONES photo
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A local artist’s work of
abstract ideas and perspectives are on display at the Nora Eclles
Harrison Museum of
Art.
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Aggie softball is off
to its best
start this
decade.
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ClarifyCorrect
On Feb. 8, information provided by a guest correspondent
listed the Animal Science Club
as the second-place winner of
the College of Agriculture’s
Chili Cook-off. It has come
to our attention that the USU
Sheep Club won second place.

Celebs&People
LONDON (AP) – The long
and winding road of Beatles
history has taken a new twist.
Cash-strapped music company EMI
Group
Ltd. is
seeking
a buyer
for Abbey
Road, the
London
studio
where the
Fab Four ABBEY ROAD
recorded
some of their most famous
songs, a person familiar with
the situation said Tuesday.
The person said talks had
been going on for several
months but a buyer had not yet
been found.

NewsBriefs
Taliban Commander
captured, imprisoned
ISLAMABAD (AP)
– A senior U.S. official says the
Taliban’s top military commander has been captured in
Pakistan in a joint operation by
Pakistani and U.S. intelligence
forces.
The official says Pakistan
has had Mullah Abdul Ghani
Baradar – the No. 2 behind
Mullah Muhammad Omar – in
custody for more than several
days.

LateNiteHumor
Monday, February 15, 2010
Top Ten Things George
Washington Would Say If
He Were Alive Today
10. “Thanks for using my
birthday to sell mattresses.”
9. “If you think Regis is crazy
now, you should have seen
him in college.”
8. “What the hell is a Lady
Gaga?”
7. “I cannot tell a lie – both
my taste buds and my wallet
approve of Subway’s five-dollar footlong.”
6. “Racing elevators seems like
a tremendous waste of valuable technology.”
5. “Watch out! Runaway
Toyota!”
4. “The effects in ‘Avatar’ are
wonderful, but the plot is
nothing.”
3. “Ever done it with a guy
who’s on Mt. Rushmore?”
2. “If you elect Sarah Palin,
please let me know so I can
roll over in my grave.”
1. “I cannot tell a lie – this Top
Ten List blows.”

Ala. shooting suspect’s past investigated
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (AP) – When a young woman
in Massachusetts killed her brother with a shotgun
blast in 1986, no ballistics tests were done, and
authorities waited more than a week to question family members.
The death was ultimately ruled an accident. Now,
a quarter-century later, Amy Bishop is accused in
another shooting – an attack that killed three fellow
biology professors at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
In the days since Friday’s shooting, revelations
about Amy Bishop’s past have raised questions about
whether much of the violence could have been prevented.
The story starts when police were called to the
Braintree, Mass., home Bishop shared with her parents. Authorities found her 18-year-old brother, Seth,
dead of a shotgun wound to the chest.
Bishop’s father later told police he and his daughter
had a disagreement and she went to her room. She
said she had wanted to learn to load a shotgun her
parents had bought after a recent break-in.
Bishop said she accidentally fired the gun in her
bedroom as she tried to unload it, then went downstairs to ask her brother to help, according to a police
report.
She said the gun went off again as Seth, a
Northeastern University freshman and a virtuoso violinist, walked across the kitchen.
She told police she thought she had ruined the
kitchen, but did not realize she had hit her brother.
She said she ran away and thought she dropped the
gun, which went off a third time. She did not remember anything else until she was taken to a police station.
But police and witnesses say she fled with the gun
to a car dealership, where she pointed it at employees
and demanded a getaway car. She told them her husband was going to come after her and she needed to
flee.
She was caught but never charged. Police said
it took 11 days before they could interview family
members because they were so distraught. When they
finally did, authorities decided to let her go, declaring
the whole thing an accident.
John Polio, who headed the Braintree police force
at the time, at first defended the handling of the case.
The 87-year-old said Tuesday that he recently read a
1987 report on the investigation written by a state
trooper. At the time, he had not seen the document.
But now, he says, “I would have wanted a lot more
questions answered.”
The Norfolk County district attorney at the time
was William Delahunt, now a Democratic congressman from Massachusetts. He was traveling in the
Middle East and did not reply to repeated requests for
comment.
The current district attorney, William Keating,
said Tuesday that newly found police reports show
there was probable cause to arrest Bishop in 1986 on
charges of assault with a dangerous weapon, carrying a dangerous weapon and unlawful possession of
ammunition.

AMY BISHOP IS detained by Huntsville, Alabama police, Friday, Feb 12, on the University of Alabama in
Huntsville campus in Huntsville, Ala. A woman opened fire during a biology faculty meeting at the University of
Alabama’s Huntsville campus Friday, killing three people and injuring three others, officials said. AP photo

But, Keating said, the reports do not contradict
accounts that the shooting was an accident.
Bishop and her husband, James Anderson, graduated
from Northeastern in 1988 with biology degrees. In
1993, Bishop earned a doctorate in genetics from
Harvard.
That same year, she and her husband were questioned in another unsettling episode: Two mail bombs
were sent to a Harvard professor she worked with at
Children’s Hospital Boston. The explosives did not go
off.
Anderson told The Associated Press he and his
wife were among a number of innocent people questioned by investigators who cast a wide net.
He said the case “had a dozen people swept up in
this, and everybody was a subject, not a suspect.”
“There was never any indictment, arrest, nothing,
and then everyone was cleared after five years,” he
said.
Anderson also said his wife had been writing a
novel at the time that was reviewed by law enforcement. The Boston Globe, citing a law enforcement
source it did not identify, reported that it was about a
woman who had killed her brother and was hoping to
make amends by becoming a great scientist.
But Anderson said the novel was not autobiographical.
“It was just a novel. A medical thriller is the best
way to describe it,” he said.
In 2003, Bishop and Anderson moved to
Huntsville, where they were raising their four children. Bishop appeared to be a rising star at the university – she developed a new type of portable cell
incubator and won $25,000 in a statewide business

competition in 2007. She appeared, smiling, on the
cover of a local tech magazine that touted her advances.
But she was denied tenure by the university, and
she was vocal among colleagues about her displeasure
over being forced to look for work elsewhere after this
semester.
Bishop also filed a complaint last year alleging
gender discrimination by the university. The university denied the allegations, which are in a complaint
pending before the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. The complaint itself, filed Sept. 15, was
not immediately available.
Joseph Ng, an associate professor who worked with
Bishop in the biology department, was in the cramped
faculty conference room when gunfire erupted Friday
afternoon during a monthly meeting.
About a dozen teachers and staff members were
sitting elbow-to-elbow at a long table when Ng heard
the “pop-pop-pop” of a 9 mm handgun.
He watched several of his colleagues go down,
starting with the ones close to Bishop. He and the rest
of the survivors dived under the table desperate for
cover. Three people were wounded.
Within seconds, the shooting stopped. During
the lull, Debra Moriarity, a biochemistry professor,
scrambled toward Bishop and urged her to stop, he
said.
Bishop aimed at Moriarity and attempted to fire
but the gun did not go off. Moriarity then led the
charge that forced Bishop out the door into a hallway.
Her colleagues barricaded themselves in the room,
and Bishop was arrested moments later outside the
building.

King Tut’s parentage, cause of death revealed
CAIRO (AP) – Egypt’s most famous pharaoh, King
Tutankhamun, was a frail boy who suffered from a
cleft palate and club foot. He died of complications
from a broken leg exacerbated by malaria and his
parents were most likely brother and sister.
Two years of DNA testing and CT scans on Tut’s
3,300-year-old mummy and 15 others are helping
end many of the myths surrounding the boy king.
While a comparatively minor ruler, he has captivated
the public since the 1922 discovery of his tomb,
which was filled with a stunning array of jewels and
artifacts, including a golden funeral mask.
The study, which will be published Wednesday
in the Journal of the American Medical Association,
provides the firmest family tree yet for Tut. The tests
pointed to Pharaoh Akhenaten, who tried to revolutionize ancient Egyptian religion to worship one god,
as Tut’s father. His mother was one of Akhenaten’s
sisters, it said.

Tut, who became pharaoh at age 10 in 1333 B.C.,
ruled for just nine years at a pivotal time in Egypt’s
history. Speculation has long swirled over his death
at 19. A hole in his skull fueled speculation he was
murdered, until a 2005 CT scan ruled that out, finding the hole was likely from the mummification process. The scan also uncovered the broken leg.
The newest tests paint a picture of a pharaoh
whose immune system was likely weakened by congenital diseases. His death came from complications
from the broken leg – along with a new discovery:
severe malaria. The team said it found DNA of the
malaria parasite in several of the mummies, some of
the oldest ever isolated.
“A sudden leg fracture possibly introduced by a
fall might have resulted in a life threatening condition when a malaria infection occurred,” the JAMA
article said.
“Tutankhamun had multiple disorders. He might
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be envisioned as a young but frail king who needed
canes to walk,” it said.
The revelations are in stark contrast to the popular image of a graceful boy-king as portrayed by the
dazzling funerary artifacts in his tomb that later
introduced much of the world to the glory of ancient
Egypt.
They also highlighted the role genetics play in
some diseases. The members of the 18th dynasty
were closely inbred and the DNA studies found several genetic disorders in the mummies tested such as
scoliosis, curvature of the spine, and club feet.
Dr. Howard Markel, a medical historian at the
University of Michigan, said some of King Tut’s ailments including his bone disease likely were the
result of his parents’ incestuous marriage.
Children born to parents who are so closely related to each other would be prone to genetic problems,
he said.
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College Republicans, Democrats meet and debate Briefs
Campus & Community

By BENJAMIN WOOD
assistant features editor

In the midst of ever-growing partisan divides in national politics, the
USU College Republicans and College
Democrats came together Tuesday for
an evening of discussion and documentary film. After watching “Media
Malpractice,” the groups debated
the economic, personal and societal
factors that drive the information
behind what people call news and the
need for individuals to look past the
headlines.
“Last semester we started doing
this awesome thing where we watch
a controversial movie and yell at
each other afterwards,” College
Republicans Chairman Carl Aldrich
said, opening the event.
The two groups met in similar
fashion last semester, when the
democrats hosted the republicans in
a viewing of Michael Moore’s “Sicko,”
which looks at the issues surrounding
health care in the U.S. Aldrich said
the event was a success, prompting
the republicans to answer with a
movie of their own. Both films were
followed by a debate of the political
issues presented.
“It’s a good opportunity to get
together and see both sides of an
issue,” Aldrich said. “We don’t always
look at the other side.”
During Tuesday’s film, the audience consisted of around 20 students, evenly split between the two
factions and self-segregated by five
rows of empty chairs in a basement
auditorium of the Veterinary Science
Building. The movie focused on the
media coverage of the 2008 presidential campaigns and the contrasting
manner in which candidates Barack

Obama and Sarah Palin were preIn the past, the two groups have
sented.
not always gotten along as well as
Jon Adams, senior in political scithey seem to now. Aldrich said that
ence and sociolin planning the
ogy, helped orgajoint events, he
nize the events
was told that a
“It was good to see
with Aldrich and
combined activitheir opinions
said finding a
ty had been done
conservative-leanversus our opinions. in the past that
ing documentary
did not go well.
Hopefully, we can
of quality isn’t
Other than some
make this a coupleeasy, but “Media
heated debate at
Malpractice” is
the “Sicko” event
of-times-a-year
one of the more
where he felt
thing.”
well-received
inclined to step
in distribution.
in a moderate,
– Carl Aldrich, College Aldrich said the
While the film’s
subject matter is
Republicans chairman activities have
potentially polarbeen successes
izing, Adams said
and beneficial
that it does not carry the stigma that
for both groups and he would like to
“Sicko” does.
see the groups come together in the
“I think there is that bias out
future.
there and it’s good for the College
“It was good to see their opinions
Democrats to confront it,” Adams, a
versus our opinions,” Aldrich said.
liberal himself, said.
“Hopefully, we can make this a couTeresa Allpress, president of the
ple-of-times-a-year thing.”
USU College Democrats, has a some“Media Malpractice” showcased
what different view of the media bias. a lot of the now-famous campaign
Borrowing a line from her father,
coverage, from Oprah Winfrey’s “he
she said: “I think there’s a liberal bias is the one” endorsement of Obama
to truth.”
to Tina Fey’s “I can see Russia from
While the two groups may dismy house” parody of Palin. At many
agree on ideas and issues, they share
points, the film drew laughter and
the goal of educating the student
scoffs from the two sides of the room.
body and encouraging political
The documentary also featured its
thought. Aldrich said that for the
own perception of the campaign,
republicans, it is important to have
comparing the media emergence of
a presence on university campuses,
the Rev. Jeremiah Wright to journalwhere liberal thinking tends to be
ists meeting “the in-laws of their
higher.
bride-to-be” and stating that news
“As a whole, we’re a vehicle of getnetworks found a “newer, younger,
ting college students involved in poli- hotter love” by switching their backtics,” Aldrich said. “We try to make
ing from Hillary Clinton to Obama
sure that the conservative voice is
during the democrat primary elecheard on campus and is considered.”
tions.

Adams said showing these movies may be preaching to the choir
but agreed that a change in thinking
comes from different groups discussing their ideas.
“There has just been such a
political apathy, it’s good to occasionally come together in a meeting of
minds,” Adams said.
With the lack of a major election
this year, Aldrich and Adams said
they have seen a general decline in
political interest among students.
Inside the College Republican organization, Aldrich said it has been harder to get students out to participate at
events.
“We’ve had to get creative,”
Aldrich said.
Following the documentary, members of the audience held a brief discussion on the subject of media bias.
Many in attendance argued that the
difference in coverage came less from
political ideology and more from
an economic desire to drive ratings.
Others, however, argued that the
coverage merely followed the public
sentiment.
Tyler Barlow, who was in France
during the 2008 presidential election,
commented that almost overnight the
foreign opinion of America changed
with the election of Obama, a shift
that he sees at home as well.
“They wanted change, something
big, something historical,” Barlow
said. “You can’t really blame the
media.”
Closing the activity, Aldrich said
the take-home message of the film is
the need for individuals to “find out
for themselves” and not rely solely on
the media, biased or not.
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

Logan Lurker suspect investigated for Cedar City burglaries
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

The Cedar City Police Department is investigating whether a suspect arrested in Logan’s serial
burglary cases, Aaron Foote, 32-year-old from
Orem, was involved in similar burglaries in offcampus housing near Southern Utah University.
Detective Tim Bonzo of the Cedar City Police
Department said off-campus student housing near
SUU was hit with several burglaries similar in
nature to those in Logan.
Though no charges have yet been filed against

Foote, Bonzo said Cedar City Police has “reason to
believe he could be involved” in the Cedar City burglaries, and he is being considered a suspect.
Bonzo said Cedar City witnesses gave physical
descriptions of the suspect similar to descriptions
given by witnesses in Logan.
The serial burglar in Cedar City would enter an
apartment to burglarize, and Bonzo said if the burglar was confronted, he would say he thought he
was in someone else’s apartment. These behaviors
mirror actions of the Logan serial burglar.
Though it is impossible to know an exact number at this time, Bonzo said police believe that just

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Feb. 6
• USU Police assisted Logan City Police on a 45minute delayed call of a prowler incident at the Old
Farm apartments. The prowler was not located.
Police are investigating.
• USU Police observed an individual attempting
to gain access to the Spectrum during a basketball
game without paying for admission. Police investigated the incident.
• USU Police observed several individuals drinking
alcohol in a vehicle parked in the Big Blue Terrace.
Police investigated the incident and found that all
individuals who were drinking were of age. Police
confiscated the liquor.
Sunday, Feb. 7
• USU Police responded to a report of a brick being
thrown at the window of the Living Learning
Community, building A. Upon arrival, police
determined that a snowball had been thrown at the
window.
• Police responded to the Living Learning
Community on a report of some individuals smoking in a room and that they were not cooperating
with Housing. The individuals left the scene before
police arrived.
Monday, Feb. 8
• USU Police spoke to two individuals at the Public
Safety Office. It was discovered that one individual
was under 19 and had smoked tobacco products.
The individual was released with a warning.
• USU Police responded to Aggie Village for a possible family dispute. Upon arrival, officers determined it was a verbal dispute and confirmed there
was no physical violence.
Tuesday, Feb. 9
• Police took possession of a motorcycle that was
abandoned by its owner.

under a dozen cases in Cedar City the past few
weeks could be linked to the Logan Lurker.
When Logan Police arrested their suspect last
week, Bonzo said they gathered some information
that could tie him to the Cedar City cases.
The Logan Police Department will send evidence
to Cedar City Police in a couple of days, Bonzo said.
Cedar City police officers will then compare the
evidence to evidence they collected in Cedar City
in the hopes of drawing conclusions.
At this point, however, Bonzo said all he can do
is “be a little patient right now.”
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

• USU Police assisted the Logan City Police at the
Oakridge apartments on a suspicious incident.
Upon arrival, officers located some property on the
stairs. Officers determined that the property was
being thrown away.

• USU Parking and Transportation found a stolen
permit inside a vehicle. Parking booted the vehicle
until the individual came to its office. Police then
investigated the incident. The individual was
arrested for using the stolen permit.

• USU Police was dispatched to the front of the
library on a suspicious person yelling and causing
an alarm.

• USU Police responded to Old Main Hill on a
report of some furniture on the hill that may have
been stolen. These items were found to be discarded furniture from Richards Hall. Facilities was
called to remove these items.

• While on vehicle patrol, police stopped a vehicle
for expired license plates. Upon further investigation, police learned that there was a warrant for
the driver’s arrest. The driver was booked into the
Cache County Jail on that warrant.
• USU Police impounded a stray gray and black
tabby cat at the Humane Society. The cat was
turned in to the police department after a student
found it at the Aggie Shuttle bus stop on the east
side of the women’s softball field.
Wednesday, Feb. 10
• Police responded to the Utah State Trailer Courts
on a criminal mischief call. A vehicle that was
abandoned for several months was vandalized.
Police are investigating at this time.
• USU Police received a report of a male individual
that was wielding a knife and shouting near the
intersection of 700 North and 1200 East. Police
were already in the area when the call came and
were unable to locate the individual. It was later
discovered that the call was delayed and USU
Police and Logan City Police contacted the individual at his home just off campus. It was discovered
that the individual is bipolar and needed medical
attention. The individual was taken by ambulance
to Logan Regional Hospital to be treated and will
also be charged with disorderly conduct by Logan
City Police.
• USU Police responded to the Jones Education
Building for a report that a faculty member had
received a threatening letter. Police documented
the incident and advised the complainant of some
action that could be taken.

• USU Police stopped a vehicle for no license plates.
The driver was arrested for an outstanding warrant
and possession of drug paraphernalia. The passenger was arrested for an outstanding warrant. Both
individuals were transported to the Cache County
Jail and booked in on the charges.
Thursday, Feb. 11
• The USU Police Department was called to assist
Logan City Police to search for a burglary suspect.
USU Police secured the outside of the building during a search for the suspect. The suspect was not
found in the building.
• USU Police are investigating a theft of a bean bag
that occurred in building C of the Living Learning
Community.
• USU Police assisted a citizen with a vehicle repossession in the North Stadium parking lot.
Friday, Feb. 12
• USU Police responded to the Science Engineering
Research Building for a chemical spill. Police
contacted Hazmat and Environmental Health and
Safety to clean up the spill.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

USU piano festival
guests rescheduled
Following four days of negotiations, a revised schedule for USU’s
Wassermann Festival has been set.
Pianist Stephen Hough is still the
opening artist with a solo recital
Tuesday, Feb. 23.
The new date necessitates a
further adjustment, since Chinese
pianist Haochen Zhang was originally scheduled to perform on
that date. He will now perform
March 9.
Hough’s original appearance was canceled due to storms
that affected the East Coast and
stranded the artist in New York,
while his luggage was snowbound in Chicago. The storm
set off a series of changes in the
Wassermann schedule.
“We are pleased that we have
been able to offer all the originally scheduled artists on our
schedule,” said Wassermann
Festival Director Dennis Hirst.
“Adjustments have been made
with the dates, and I would like
to thank everyone who made the
adjustments possible. I also want
to thank our ticket holders for
their understanding.”
Ticket holders for the canceled
opening on Feb. 11 will be provided tickets for Hough’s new date,
Feb. 23. Those who had purchased
tickets for Haochen Zhang’s originally scheduled Feb. 23 appearance will receive new tickets for
the March 9 date, but should not
use their Zhang Feb. 23 tickets to
attend the Hough event.
Both artists will provide master classes at the Wassermann
Festival, but specific times and
dates are being finalized. Details
of the master class schedules will
be posted on the Wassermann
Festival Web site, www.usu.edu/
wassermann.
Tickets for the Wassermann
Festival events are available at
the Caine School of the Arts Box
Office, located in the Chase Fine
Arts Center, online at http://csaboxoffice.usu.edu/ or by calling
797-8022. Adult reserved seats are
$20 and student tickets are $8.
The dates for the festival’s third
artist, Bill Mays, are unchanged.
Mays, a noted jazz pianist, will
perform Tuesday, March 23.
All performances are held in
USU’s Performance Hall and begin
at 7:30 p.m.
The Wassermann Festival is
presented by the department of
music in the Caine School of the
Arts.
For information on the 2010
Wassermann Festival, visit the
festival Web site, www.usu.edu/
wassermann, or contact Hirst at
797-3257 or through e-mail, dennis.Hirst@usu.edu.

USU to host its own
Dancing With the Stars
Come watch 10 stars, chosen from
the student body, athletes and faculty
of USU compete for the title of USU
Star at USU Dancing With the Stars.
This performance starts 7 p.m. Feb. 17
at the Kent Concert Hall. Tickets are
$4 for students with their USU ID and
$6 for the general public.

Ukranian English
students ask for help
USU professor of English John
McLaughlin has students in Rivne,
Ukraine, who have recently connected with him through the Russian
version of Facebook, vkontakte.ru.
They are all either recently graduated or graduating this spring and
plan on becoming English teachers or translators. They would like
USU students to make contact with
them so they can practice their
English in a Facebook-style setting.
Students who are interested in helping out these Ukrainian English
students should send an e-mail to
john.mclaughlin@usu.edu, and
McLaughlin will send them simple
instructions on how to sign up for
vkontakte.ru, switch the interface to
English and get in touch with students in Ukraine.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports

Bring this coupon in for your choice
of 1 FREE BOOK, DVD, or CD!
No strings attached, bring in a coupon & walk out with one item of your choice.
Limit one coupon per visit.

Jenson Books
753-5367

1766 Blacksmith Court (400 W) access from 1700 S
See Map at jensonbooksonline.com

Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6
Over 25,000 books & more arriving daily!
We buy, sell, & trade books!
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Moderates leaving Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) – The moderate
middle is disappearing from Congress.
Evan Bayh is just the latest senator to
forgo a re-election bid, joining a growing
line of pragmatic, find-a-way politicians
who are abandoning Washington. Still
here: ever-more-polarized colleagues
locked in gridlock – exactly what voters
say they don’t like about politics in the
nation’s capital.
Politics runs in cycles, and the Senate
has seen flights of self-styled centrists
before. In 1996, for example, 10 senators
who could boast strong bipartisan credentials chose to retire rather than re-up.
Many of them complained how lonely a
place the middle ground of American politics had become. But to some, the center
has become even lonelier.
More than their feelings are at stake.
The moderates in the middle are the ones
who tend to make deals and sometimes
resolve standoffs blocking decisions that

affect programs – not to mention taxes
– that touch virtually every American.
Former Sen. William Cohen says what’s
happening now is a continuation of the
“hollowing out of the middle.” An article
he wrote when he left his Senate seat in
1996, lamenting partisan gridlock, could
just as easily be reprinted now, subbing
his name for that of Bayh, the Indiana
Democrat who announced on Monday he
won’t run again.
“There is this sort of purging in both
parties,” Cohen said in an interview. “They
insist on moving to the left or moving to
the right, and I think you’re seeing over
the years the moderates have disappeared
and continue to disappear.”
The few left in the middle can gain
outsized power to decide the fate of closely
fought issues. But that comes at a price
more and more of them say is too high:
crushing pressure to conform, shrill media
barbs and the increased fight for cash to

shape one’s own campaign narrative.
“I simply reached a conclusion that I
could get more done to help my state and
the American people by doing something
in the private sector,” said Bayh, the
two-term senator and former governor,
on ABC’s Good Morning America on
Tuesday. “Real accomplishments in a real
way.”
That’s an extraordinary statement on
the anniversary of the $787 billion stimulus package that was supposed to energize
the economy. Rather than heed President
Barack Obama’s appeal for pragmatism,
Congress is losing its value as a problemsolver and becoming more unworkable,
according to Bayh.
Polls say voters hate that about national
politics. Lawmakers profess to dislike the
polarization, too, but they still engage in
it, on the House or Senate floor, in private
meetings, or both.

ASUSU: Officers discuss phone and Internet bill
-continued from page 1
ing the majority of in-office
phones for ASUSU, keeping
those for main offices such
as the president’s. Robinson
raised the possibility of having
calls to individual ASUSU officials transferred to cell phones
or offices through the front
desk and referred the council
to an expense report total-

ing phone, Internet and voice
mail costs for all of ASUSU at
$13,296.
Reeder suggested eliminating monthly Internet
expenses by adding wireless
cards to existing computers
and using the campus-wide
wireless connection. Issues
such as unwanted cell phone

calls and compensation for
individual cell phone bills, as
well as the amount of savings
possible were also discussed.
Lee suggested drafting a bill to
facilitate further discussion in
future meetings.
In announcements at the
meeting, the Logger’s Ball will
be held at 7 p.m. March 4 at

Hamilton’s. Tickets are $10.
“You should all come.
You’ll never get Hamilton’s for
$10 anywhere else,” said John
Rentschler, natural resources
senator.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.
edu

Ride: Happiness is where it’s at, Checketts says
-continued from page 1

$500
$2370-$3390
$2070-$2490

that ran over a joint, which some of his
colleagues first deemed as impossible. He
said those who believed it would not work
only thought this because it hadn’t been
done yet. After testing the movement of
the piston and joint many times, it finally
worked, Stan Checketts said, and has been
used in amusement parks more than 200
times.
Stan Checketts said his business is not
doing as well as it was previously and the
only thing keeping his company afloat is
business from Asian countries. Though
business struggles, he said he is proud

of the company he started. Some of his
employees are Harvard graduates, he said.
Through all the work, Stan Checketts said
he has found something that he loves to
do.
“Make sure the work you do is what you
like to do,” Stan Checketts said. “Liking
what you do is happiness and happiness is
where it’s all at.”
His calling was to give the American
people an adrenaline rush, he said, and
when anyone tries to tell him to construct
rides that are “nice and easy,” he refuses
and tells them elevators are for easy rides.

Stan Checketts encouraged all those
who have an idea kindling in their mind
for a profitable product to find individuals
or entities that would be willing to invest.
This way, funds may be accumulated to
start a company though the entrepreneur
is low on cash. He said it is wise to at first
give 90 percent of profits to the investors
so they have control. Once the product
begins to do well, less money can be given
to the investors and a profit is made.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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High drama in
the high desert
By JESS WALLACE
staff writer

AN OLYMPIC ATHLETE flies over the Olympic rings in the finals of the 2006 Olympic Winter Games. USU professor Rich
Gordin is currently working with the USA Combined Nordic Skiing team in Vancouver. Gordin has worked at USU for 29 years. MCT
photo

Attitude at altitude

By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

Professor Rich Gordin is currently attending his third
Olympic Games with the USA Combined Nordic Skiing team
and living in the Olympic Village.
While Gordin is no stranger to going with USA teams to
the Olympics, this year is his first at a winter games. In 1980
he attended the games with the USA gymnastics team, and
in 2004 he attended the games with the USA track and field
team.
“It’s an honor for me to work with Olympic athletes,”
Gordin said. “They get one moment every four years. There
are no do-overs, no re-dos. They’re pursuing excellence.”
Gordin has been working with the combined nordic ski
team for two years. He said he has gotten to know each of the
team members and each individual’s mental strengths and
weaknesses, which helps him to train them better.
“I help them get better at the mental game,” he said. “They
continue to work on the other aspects of the sport: their training and conditioning. I just add another component to their
training in a formal way.”
Gordin said his favorite part of the Olympic Games is seeing the success of the athletes he works with. He said when
he went to the games with the gymnastics team, they missed
out on a team medal by half a point but did really well. In the
Athens games in 2004 the track and field team won 25 medals,
he said.
This year, Gordin hopes the athletes he’s working with
receive medals. The USA combined nordic ski team is one
of two USA teams that has never won a medal in the winter
games. He said that fact is part of what intrigued him and
made him want to work with the team.
“We have a chance,” he said. “We have one of the strongest
teams we’ve ever had going up there, that would be great if we

could win at least one medal.”
Sunday was the first competition for the team, and
Johnny Spillane won USA’s
first combined nordic medal.
At one point in the competition, he was in fifth place,
but he came up from behind
to win silver. Todd Lodwick,
also from team USA, came in
fourth. The team will comRICH GORDIN
pete next on Feb. 23 and 25.
Gordin said he won’t have time to really enjoy Vancouver
or see the sights, since it’s a 2-hour drive from Vancouver to
the Olympic Village, and the athletes have training every day.
He said he stays with the team. In the Athens games, he said
he had the opportunity to see the city some afternoons but
mostly didn’t have time.
“I’m there to work. This isn’t a vacation,” he said. “People
think it is a vacation, but it really is work.”
Gordin has worked at USU for 29 years, and has been
taught in the HPER department and the psychology department. He was interim department head for HPER in 20032004 and has been an adjunct professor for the psychology
department since 1992.
He is a consultant for many groups, including USA swimming and the United States Fencing Association, as well as
many USU sports teams. He said he received his doctorate
in sports psychology and educational psychology from the
University of Utah in 1981. He has published 75 articles and
book chapters and has made 300 presentations at various conferences. His resume is 41 pages long.
“I tell my athletes, ‘Make the joy of competing outweigh the
pressures of competition,’” he said. “They need to go up there
and compete, and we’ll see what comes of it.”
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

Nothing makes talent shine quite as much as competition.
A comparison of peers and professionals is always exciting and
brings out the best in every competitor. Such was the case in
St. George, as the Kennedy Center’s American College Theatre
Festival, KCACTF, region 8, was hosted by Dixie State College.
There, theater students from all over the region performed,
auditioned, presented designs and appreciated the work of others in a series of activities and competitive divisions. USU was
no exception and put together a team of designers and actors to
compete.
“It is a chance for theatrical artists, both performers and
designers, to show off their work and compete for scholarships,”
said Jason Craig West, a USU theater education major. “I participated as a nominee for the Irene Ryan scholarships for actors.
All nominees are selected through a university production –
from universities across the United States. Only two actors from
each production can be selected as a nominee. I was nominated
for my role in Issun Boshi, as Issun Boshi.”
In addition to being nominated for prestigious scholarships,
such as the Irene Ryan, actors are also able to audition for summer acting jobs, internships and professional companies. Every
audition package is different, however, and has to be performed
perfectly – needless to say the preparation is extensive.
“I was involved as an Irene Ryan acting nominee,” said Jared
Rounds, a theater student working on his second B.A. “I competed with 243 other nominees and their partners to win a national
scholarship. I also participated in the Next Step Auditions that
was basically a cattle call audition for different theater companies and schools. I had to prepare two scenes and a monologue
or song. I started thinking about what to do over Christmas
break, but when my scene partner changed, I only had about two
weeks to get ready.”
Theater performance student Felicia Stehmeir said, “I participated in the Next Step Auditions and was an Irene Ryan
Nominee for playing Mrs. Lovett in USU’s version of “Sweeney
Todd” and the Madwoman of Chaillot in “The Madwoman of
Chaillot.” I needed to have one three-minute scene and one twominute scene, along with a monologue, all for the Irene Ryan
competition. I needed a 90-second audition package and 40
resumes and headshots for the Next Step Auditions. It took me a
few weeks to prepare everything.”
After each event finishes a round of auditions, actors are
invited into a separate room to discuss their performance with a
respondent. Respondents are not the judges themselves but rather qualified theater professors who watched the entire round of
performers and give what they think might be relevant feedback
to the actors and their partners.
“I was confused by the judging-respondent system, actually,”
Rounds said. “I would have liked to hear what the actual judges
had to say, rather than a respondent’s opinion. It really wasn’t
helpful for me because the respondent knew nothing about the
play that my scene was from, and I don’t think she was really
paying attention.” Stehmier said, “I thought the judging and
responding system was just fine. I liked that my adjudicator
spoke to each pair individually. The criticisms were well-thought
out and very helpful. It is always nice to hear how audience
members perceive your performance.”

- See THEATER, page 7

The beauty lies within the details
By NOELLE JOHANSEN
staff writer

Local artist Bobby Ross has shown his collection extensively in
California, Pennsylvania and New York. Now, more than 100 of
his drawings are on display in the Study Center of the Nora Eccles
Harrison Museum of Art.
“We are always keeping our eyes open for interesting artists
with substantial bodies of work,” said Deb Banerjee, museum
curator of exhibitions and programs.
Ross fit the bill.
A Berkeley graduate, Ross studied anthropology before becoming an artist. He began working solely with airbrush materials and
moved on to oil paints and graphite.
“I just liked to put the paint down,” he said of his early experiences. “I didn’t necessarily know what I was doing with it.”
When Ross began painting, pop art was thriving – an element
that is vaguely reflected by the large and intense role of pattern in
his early work. His need to fill every space of the canvas with said
patterns has graduated to an emphasis for texture and value.
Ross fancies a style of heavily colliding themes and meaningful,
yet somewhat mysterious, objects.
“One of the things I like to do is combine ideas,” he said.
Ross’ drawings display a chaotic intersection of common and
abstract ideas and perspectives, from Disney characters reconstructing classic art to Barney the dinosaur being torn limb from
limb by his Jurassic counterparts.
“I’ve figured out that’s what makes my pictures interesting,
several themes going on at the same time,” he said. “That’s what
makes them fascinating.”
Intricate details all but consume Ross’ drawings and paintings.
He crafts his subjects in such a way that what could be considered
thematically absurd is rendered logical and tangible.
“I want to touch every picture,” said Claire Harlos, freshman

in art education, while viewing various drawings in the exhibit. “I
want to jump inside, it looks so real.”
The comment signifies a goal reached for Ross, who claims to
be searching for a line to tread between abstraction and reality.
Though Ross’ work has been labeled surreal, he feels no connection to the genre or its front man, Salvador Dali. He said he
finds “too much of an arbitrary nature in most surrealism.”
“I’m not interested in people’s dreams,” he said, regarding the
haphazard, dream-like state of surrealism.
Ross is interested, however, in the reason and purpose of seemingly unrelated ideas. He does not add random objects to his
drawings and paintings for the sake of decoration, instead creating
and combining only objects with meaning.
“One thing I never do is plan,” Ross said.
He begins with the maximum of one idea and proceeds as if
creating a collage, each new addition separate and distinct, though
tied together through a common notion or related theme. With
use of small, corner insets, elaborate borders and textual references, Ross creates the effect of a picture within a picture, as though
the image itself is commenting repeatedly on the subject to which
it attends.
Ross’ practice of creating art as a whole is an extension of his
incongruous, collage-like work. He is constantly working on several new pieces, as many as eight to 10 at a time. He will start with
one topic in one drawing, set it down for weeks while completing
others, and return with new inspiration to finish. Ross generally
completes drawings in two weeks, though he has one painting that
he started nearly four years ago and has yet to uncover the correct
muse to complete it.
Seemingly mild-mannered, Ross speaks volumes through his
art on topics of social, ecological and political importance, and
often with a great deal of genuine humor.

- See EXHIBIT, page 6

THE BOBBY ROSS DRAWS art collection at the USU art
museum features more than 100 of Ross’ drawings. Ross is a local
artist who began working solely with airbrush materials and moved
to oil paints and graphite. JESSE WALKER photo
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Making everyday a
national holiday

A

s I was sitting in my house this Monday,
observing Presidents Day, as everyone
does, with my book of presidential
election trivia, my U.S. Constitution onepiece pajamas and my mug in the shape
of Calvin Coolidge’s face, I had a thought:
Why, Presidents Day is such a festive, useful
and widely observed holiday. Everyone loves
it. They can’t get enough of it. What other
national holidays, pray tell, are out there? So,
with the help of extensive Google searching,
I was able to compile a list of national holidays that I think everyone should observe.
Here’s six weeks of awesome holidays, in
daily order:

NüSmyle Dental
Edwin S. Hurst D.D.S
150 East 200 North Suite B1

752-4533

Attention AGGIES!!!
When you schedule an initial exam, cleaning, and necessary
x-rays you will receive a $10 gift certificate to Spoon
Me! Your name will also be entered in a drawing for a 19”

flatscreen T.V.!
FREE missionary exam with paid x-rays and cleaning!
For the past 25 years Dr. Hurst, a USU graduate,
has provided excellent service to hundreds of
USU faculty and students. He enjoys this
association with the university, community and
looks forward to serving you!

February 17: Champion Crab Races Day
February 18: Battery Day
February 19: Chocolate Mint Day
February 20: Hoodie Hoo Day
February 21: Card Reading Day
February 22: Be Humble Day
February 23: International Dog Biscuit
Appreciation Day
February 24: Tortilla Chip Day
February 25: Pistol Patent Day (Samuel Colt)
February 26: Pistachio Day
February 27: International Polar Bear Day
February 28: Public Sleeping Day
March 1: Pig Day
March 2: Old Stuff Day
March 3: I Want You To Be Happy Day
March 4: Holy Experiment Day
March 5: Multiple Personalities Day
March 6: Frozen Food Day
March 7: Crown Roast Of Pork Day
March 8: Be Nasty Day
March 9: Panic Day
March 10: Festival Of Life In The Cracks Day
March 11: Worship of Tools Day
March 12: Alfred Hitchcock Day
March 13: Jewel Day
March 14: Potato Chip Day
March 15: Everything You Think Is Wrong
Day
March 16: Everything You Do Is Right Day
March 17: Submarine Day
March 18: Supreme Sacrifice Day
March 19: Poultry Day
March 20: Festival of Extraterrestrial
Abductions Day

March 21: Fragrance Day
March 22: Goof-off Day
March 23: Chip and Dip Day
March 24: Chocolate Covered
Raisins Day
March 25: Pecan Day and Waffle Day
March 26: Make Up Your Own Holiday Day
March 27: “Joe” Day
March 28: Something On A Stick Day
March 29: Festival Of Smoke and Mirrors
Day
March 30: I Am In Control Day
March 31: Clams On The Half Shell
Day

And there they are folks. I bet you can’t
wait to start observing some of these. You
might want to keep this newspaper, or in the
very least, cut out my column and put it on
your refrigerator. That way, you can solemnly
observe the upcoming festivities most efficiently.
I also enjoyed the national holidays that
happened to fall on my birthday. May 21 is
National Defense Transportation Day and,
on the same day, National Bike To Work Day.
If that’s not a conflict of interest, I’ll eat my
hat. Especially if it’s made of smoked, glazed
ham.
On a similar note, the national holiday I’m
most excited for is Everything You Think Is
Wrong Day on March 15. So I’ll keep tolerating your misconstrued ideas and flawed
thought paradigms about the world in general for a little less than a month longer, but
on March 15, you’re gonna hear it from me.
And it won’t be pretty. But I’ll quickly apologize on March 16, for obvious reasons. See
ya then.
Questions or comments can
be sent to James Rasmussen
at jamesrasmus@googlemail.com.

Exhibit: Artist brings life to work

(Offers for new patients only.)

-continued from page 5

Sunrise Midwifery Services
A Warmer Life’s Dawning
Nurturing & Natural
Care For
Mother & Child
With A

Midwife

Home Births

Hypnobirthing

Water
Laboring

Water Birth
Childbirth
Classes

Doula
Services

Lending
Libary

Birth Center

Launa Campbell, Midwife
(208) 521-9286
Serving families in Idaho & Utah. For families interested in natural
childbirth & holistic maternity care. We offer individualized &
personal care to include complete prenatal, delivery & postpartum
care. Newborn & well-woman exams. Homebirths, Birth Center Births
& Hospital Birth Options. Additionally, we offer childbirth classes &
doula services. We have a lending library of books & DVDs.
Initial consultations free. Saturday appointments available.
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30
Watch for our new
Sunrisemidwifery@hotmail.com
Birth Center
www.sunrisemidwiferyservices.com
Coming To Logan
…Providing pathways to a gentle birth experience…

“Humor is a part of me, so it would seem
false to not have it part of my paintings,” Ross
said.
Using humor, Ross tackles larger-than-life
topics in a light-hearted manner. Doing so
enables the viewer to ponder the subject, whether the plight of a homeless person or the blunders of a politician, without being overwhelmed.
“I like politics as a subject,” Ross said. “I have
a dim view of how things are going.”
His drawings addressing war and the people
damaged by it are among his favorites, though
he cannot specifically describe why.
As it were, Ross does not participate in blind
commentary.
“Step one is the library,” he said.
Nearly one-third of the time Ross spends on
a piece is researching the subjects he intends to

include.
Though some characters return multiple
times in his art – Disney personalities, Ross
himself, Santa – Ross has an insatiable thirst
for new material to consider, mold and create.
For this reason, and because the exhibit will be
up until July, Ross is taking suggestions for new
subjects to interpret and will complete two or
three drawings to be displayed in the exhibit.
Submissions can be made via the blog on the
museum’s Web site.
Already suggested for a drawing was the
Aggie “A,” and though Ross said he felt it was
“too specific” at first, the idea is back in consideration after re-evaluating the possible universal
meanings for the letter “A.”
“The ‘A’ is interesting,” Ross said.
– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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How to move past Valentine’s day ... single

S



uspect: Valentine’s Day
Crime: Making single people become painfully aware of their loneliness; causing extreme
weight gain, due to excessive amounts of crappy,
generic chocolate; creating massive removals of red
roses from nature, only to be thrown away a week
later.
Whether you call it Valentine’s Day or Singles
Awareness Day, Feb. 14 is the most chocolate-covered, pink-infused, lovey-dovey, slap-you-in-the-facewith-my-bouquet-of-roses holiday of the year. I have
never had a good Valentine’s experience. There was
the Valentine’s Day of eighth grade, when I was given
a carnation from a fake secret admirer. There was the
Valentine’s Day of junior year, when I was informed
that my on-again, off-again boyfriend was cheating on
me – again. There was the Valentine’s Day of fourth
grade, when some boy gave everyone a certain candy
but me, and I was sure it was the end of my existence.
As a single person, I developed a routine this year,
in the hopes of getting through Valentine’s Day with
my ego as intact as possible, and it all began with my
alarm clock. It began ringing at 7 a.m. As I was about
to turn it off, I glanced at the date, grimaced and went
back to sleep for an hour and a half.
After finally pulling myself out of bed, I got ready
and ended up going to church ... late, meaning I had
to sit in the back and watch the array of neck rubs,
back scratches and cheek kisses happening during
the meeting. My roommate was lucky enough to be
scheduled for work during the last hour of church,
and I was lucky enough to be called upon for a ride,
making it possible for me to escape the faintly matrimonial mood in the chapel.
I returned home a few minutes after leaving the
red brick church and climbed back into bed, where I
proceeded to sleep for another six hours, waking up
only to nibble on some generic holiday chocolate I
bought myself several days in advance, knowing very
well that would be the only way I’d get any chocolate
on Feb. 14.
Feeling fairly pathetic after taking a six-hour nap
and eating three bags of chocolate while reading
FMLs on my phone, I told myself that this day can’t be
that bad, and I must go downstairs to at least let my
roommates know I was still alive. Besides, what was
the chance I was going to run into a couple in my own
apartment when all of us are single?
Unfortunately, I had forgotten that we had a guest
staying with us, who is very much not single and
received about two Wal-Mart aisles-worth of red and
pink and plush and chocolate and heart-shaped paraphernalia from two different boys. And there she was,
on the couch, snuggling with the boy, watching some
romantic comedy. My joy knew no bounds.
Even though this scene made my cynicism come
to the surface, I decided I still needed to be at least
a little social. I ate even more chocolate and laughed
obnoxiously when the main character in the movie
expressed his never-ending love for the other lead,

even though they’d only known each other for a couple days. I’m sure our guest and her boyfriend were
thoroughly hating me, but, finally, they were saved by
an incoming call on my phone. My other single friends
were calling in hopes that we could somehow pull
together a single-people party. I, of course, jumped at
the chance to leave my apartment and this puppy-love
couple.
After reaching my friend’s apartment, I realized
they were doing the same thing I was: sulking, minus
the chocolate. We sat around for about 30 minutes,
trying to think of something to do. I suggested going
to get more chocolate, which was shot down immediately. It was decided we would go to our friend’s
house, cook some steak and chat for a while until we
heard of a party to attend.
About an hour later, we got wind of a party and,
as quickly as possible, piled into a car and made our
way over and didn’t leave until about 2:30 in the
morning. As I laid my head down on my very familiar
pillow, I ran through the events of the day and realized it hadn’t been that bad. Sure I was jealous of the
couples I saw, but the night ended with my friends
and no expectations.
In short, if you’re single, here’s what you might
want to try:

 

1. Eat chocolate. Eat a ton of chocolate.

  

2. Take a nap. Try not to sleep for six hours because,
I promise, you will feel like Jabba the Hut when you
wake up: large, lazy and unattractive.

      
   

3. Hang out with friends. Your first inclination might
be to seclude yourself, but it’ll at least be a memorable day if you get out there and do something.
4. Take a bath. I didn’t do this, but I really wish I did.
5. Don’t watch a romantic comedy, it’ll just depress
you. Try something scary or thought-provoking.

Kasey Van Dyke is a sophomore
majoring in print journalism and political science.
Questions or comments can
be sent to her at k.vandyke@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

-continued from page 5
on what to do better as a designer.”
At the end of the week, national finalists
are announced to continue on for the Irene
Ryans and the design competition, cast lists
are posted, contact information exchanged
between performers and companies and
everyone attends a last-minute performance
or workshop. USU did well in the competition,
displaying talents from both on and off stage.
At the end of the week, KCACTF is really about
supporting colligate theater and therefore
theater education. Many who attend KCACTF
agree that the most important thing they take
away is the knowledge gained. They missed an
entire week of school to compete and not one
regrets it.
“Well, seeing as how I received the national
award – yeah, it was totally worth it,” Hill said.
“In fact, before, I was leaning more toward not
going. So I’m definitely glad that I did.”
Stehmeir said, “I learned so much this week.
It is always inspiring to watch those that you
are in the field with. It is extraordinary to
watch the ‘competition,’ if you will, and learn
from them and their stage work.”
Rounds said, “I had two favorite parts of the
week. The first was when I was called back for
a graduate school and Summer Stock Theatre
Company after my Next Step Audition. The
second was when four of our seven participating Utah State design students won national
awards for their work.”
Jenks said, “My favorite part of the week
was probably going to see what other theater
students are doing. Listening to their presentations and talking about design with them. The
whole experience really taught me a lot, particularly how to verbalize ideas. As designers, we
tend to be very visual. That’s why we use images
and renderings to communicate our ideas, but
I think it was good for me to have to get up and
communicate them verbally as well as visually.”
Not only did students love the experience
but many plan to return next year with stronger portfolios and audition packages to trump
the regional competition once again.
– jess.wallace@aggiemail.usu.edu



  
  
   
     
    
  

Theater: Education beyond a class
Between auditions, rehearsals, brief nervous
breakdowns and multiple check-ins, students
are allowed time to see productions brought to
the festival from other universities within the
region.
“My favorite part of the week would have
to have been Friday,” said Molly Hill, makeup
designer and competitor. “I was privileged to
see Weber State’s original production of “Sleepy
Hollow.” It was truly incredible. A beautiful
experience to watch.”
Stehmeir said, “I loved watching Weber
State’s production of “Sleepy Hollow” written
and directed by Jim Christian. It was the best
performance I have seen in quite some time.
Kudos to them.”
Designers are also given many great opportunities at the festival. Costume, makeup and
hair, lighting, sound and set designers prepare
projects months in advance for KCACTF. This
division of the festival operates a bit differently
from the acting division.
“I needed to prepare a display for my costume design for Issun Boshi,” said costume
design graduate student Brandee Jenks. “The
display had to fit in a 4-foot-by-4-foot space and
show my research and design process. I also
had to prepare a five-minute oral presentation
to discuss my design for the judging panel.”
After the judges have adjudicated the design
displays and heard the specific designer’s presentation, they are given the chance to give a
three-minute response to the work before they
have to move on to another display.
“I think it was helpful (that) the judges only
have three minutes to respond to each presentation, and that just flew by,” Jenks said. “But
after each block of presentations the designers
would go to another room and have an hour of
feedback from separate responders who weren’t
involved in the judging so we could then ask
questions and get answers that there wasn’t
time for in the main presentation and response.
I thought that that response was probably the
most insightful part of the process for me.”
Hill said, “I loved the response I was given. It
was very helpful in the display aspect. However,
I wish I would have been given more feedback
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Black Student Union
offers unity among peers
By JESSE BUDD
staff writer

The Black Student Union (BSU) is “a way for
black culture to be expressed and shared,” said
club President Dexter Summers, junior majoring in public relations.
This 20-year-old club focuses on bringing
unity to all aspects of USU.
“It promotes unity, and that’s something
that we kind of lack sometimes in the black
culture,” said LaDonya Jackson, sophomore in
veterinary medicine.
Jackson, from San Jose, Calif., is in her first
semester at USU on a scholarship program for
minorities. Jackson received a scholarship that
was meant to pull in more African Americans.
“In the school, we’re less than one percent
black,” she said. “You walk down the halls
and you see nobody that looks like you, so
you don’t feel like there is anybody that really
relates to you, because we come from different
cultures, and you see a majority of one culture
here.”
Jackson said BSU is a way of coming together for people who feel like a minority and feel
like no one looks like them.
“You’re around people that look like you,
which is a little bit more comfortable at times
to be around a bunch of people that might
share the same ideology as you,” she said.
Some BSU members agree the club is more
about creating unity with everyone, not just
the black culture.
BSU is “the most diverse student union
club,” said Kristopher King, freshman in vocal
performance.
Most of the BSU members are from out of
state, giving the club a more diverse perspective.
“The majority of the black population here
on campus are athletes but a lot of them are in
season, have practice, have study hall and have
really hectic schedules so they can’t make our
meetings,” Summers said. “Not all black people relate, but it’s like there’s some kind of like
intercultural warmth that we get from being
around each other. We all come from different backgrounds and upbringing but there’s a
lot of similarities even if we’ve never met each
other in our lives.”
Jackson said most minorities feel out of

place, and some say they wouldn’t be at USU if
they did not have scholarships. That’s why it’s
important to create an atmosphere of welcoming.
“When people are educated on your culture
and accept you, you feel more like you want to
be here,” she said.
The BSU club helps to do that, by being
“supportive of other members’ events,”
Summers said, such as going to a show if they
have one.
King said, “I think it’s more of a family
environment.”
One of the key concepts of BSU is its weekly
meetings. Meetings are every Monday 4:30
p.m. on the third floor of Taggart Student
Center (TSC) in the MSS lounge.
“The meetings are very relaxed. It’s not like
a formal thing, but it’s like an open conversation that flows very naturally,” King said.
Summers added, “Like a conversation with
friends. We have topics from interracial marriage or relationships, to black criminals in
the justice system, to what does black mean to
you.”
BSU is active in doing service. Last semester, members set up a booth for World Aids
Day to help raise awareness of HIV, AIDS
and STDs. They were a part of the Adventure
Playground project in which they helped build
a handicap accessible park, and they teamed
up with the Polynesian Student Union to help
raise money for the victims of the tsunami
last year in Samoa. This project was called 1
Hope United, and the money was used to help
rebuild damaged schools in Samoa.
This week is BSU Week. The club will host
a couple of activities. This Wednesday, noon
to 2 p.m., in the TSC Sunburst Lounge, guest
speaker Dr. Sean Elias, visiting assistant professor of sociology, will give a speech, “Ahead
of Their Time: Forgotten Black Intellectuals’
Role in the Development of Democracy and
Pluralism.”
Friday, Feb. 19, will be BSU’s biggest event
of the year, a Soul Food Dinner. It will be in
the TSC Ballroom at 6:30 p.m. The dress will
be formal, and the menu consists of things
such as fried chicken, fried catfish, cornbread,
peach cobbler and mac and cheese. Tickets are
$10 and can be purchased in TSC Room 309 or
at the door.
– j.budd@aggiemail.usu.edu
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True

Superfan
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Seven years ago, Jeffrey Kent Barry pedaled his way to the
Spectrum during the frigid Logan winter to watch every men’s Aggie
home basketball game. As a Logan High School student without a car,
Barry had no other choice, because missing any USU sporting event
was simply out of the question. Barry has come a long way from his
bike days. He now not only owns a vehicle, a Ford Taurus with Aggie
plates and an Aggie flag, but a frequent flyer account for his many
excursions to away football and basketball games.
At 25 years old, Barry is the Aggie fan to outdo for those who
aspire to be USU athletics’ No. 1 fan. He has a nine-hour road trip
to the University of Wyoming in Laramie under his belt as well as a
plane ride clear across the country to North Carolina, because, as he
said, the Aggies need some fans, even at away games.
Barry is a legend of sorts for his extreme dedication to USU coaches
and athletes and his game-day hairdo, which he creates by plastering
his hair down with white-styling gel and drawing a large “A” over the
top with navy blue acrylic paint. Barry said if he does not “paint up”
for a game day, he wears a blue, foam cheesehead.
Over the years, he said he has spent a hefty chunk of change to be a
consistent Aggie fan – his spendings range from hotel rooms at away
games to $100 Big Blue Club donations.
“His love for the Aggies started during his later years of high

Meet the Challenge

school,” said Tyler Barry, Jeff’s younger brother and student at the
University of Utah. “He was good friends with Chris Coolie, (who) was
a tight end for the Aggies from 2001 to 2004. He was a really good
player for the Aggies, and I think what sparked his interest was Chris
Cooley’s success as an Aggie and, of course, now Cooley’s success in the
NFL.”
Barry roots for three NFL teams: the Washington Redskins, the
Green Bay Packers and the Philadelphia Eagles, each housing a former
Aggie football player.
After being an avid fan of the Logan High School Grizzlies, Barry
was prepared to take his passion for sports to the next level and used
his many of his paychecks to purchase season tickets for USU football
and basketball. Without Aggie
athletics in Barry’s life, he said he
would be forced to follow professional sports more religiously, but
“it just wouldn’t be as good.”
Barry has a jam-packed schedule, even when there isn’t a USU
sporting event to watch. He likes
it like that and makes sure it stays
that way. On a typical morning,
he rolls out of bed and cleans
his toothy grin with an Aggie
blue toothbrush and prepares
for his day as an employee for
SOS Staffing, a temporary job
agency. He said he often works on
construction sites, which can be
exhausting, so he makes sure to get
his McDonald’s-99-cent-sausagebiscuit fix for energy.
Jill Barry, Jeff’s mother, said he works full days most of the time,
and when his work is done, he volunteers and works at the George S.
Eccles Ice Center, keeping score for recreational men’s hockey games or
moving goals for the Zamboni during USU hockey games.
After games and when Romney Stadium’s north end zone needs
cleaning, Jeff Barry volunteers his time to sweep, because he said he
knows it will help the athletic department’s budget even if his efforts
only help a small amount. He is active in his church ward and serves
in the Sunday School presidency.
And yes, while it may not seem like it, Barry does find some downtime, during which he can often be found playing NCAA Football on
his Xbox while loading up on pepperoni pizza and fried chicken.
“When I play the game, I normally run up the score and then I let
someone else play,” Barry said while sacking BYU’s quarterback, Max
Hall, and frantically pushing the buttons of his controller. “That’s
how it’s done in real life. You wait until the score is up and then let the
third strings play.”
He said he especially enjoys running the score up on USU’s rivals,
mostly University of Utah, University of Nevada-Reno and BYU, many
of the games end with the Aggies dominating with scores such as 77-0.
Scores he said he wishes would happened in real life.
While normal days are busy and exciting in their own right, hands
down, game days are the best day of the week, Barry said. From the
time he gets out of bed he gets suited up in gear from his plentiful
wardrobe of USU apparel. Some of which, if they didn’t come with
USU branded on it, he simply does it himself.
Tyler Barry said his brother had a pair of plain slippers that almost
as soon as they were purchased had A’s painted on them.

Meet the Challenge
USU (20-6)
VS. L A . TECH (20-5)

USU (11-)
VS. FRESNO ST (9-9)

Raegan Pebley (6th year)
Adrian Wiggins (5th year)

Feb. 17, Dee Glenn Smith Spectrum, 5:00 p.m.
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On game days after he dons his Aggie apparel and crafts his infamous painted head, he watches the coach’s show, puts USU decals on
his car and heads to the game a few hours early to mingle with the
players’ families and his large group of acquaintances and friends.
“I think this is how he socializes,” Tyler Barry said. “The players
treat him really well, even the athletic director has hooked him up
with tickets. It gives him fulfillment in life, just to have friends and
have people know his name.”
During the Feb. 6 game against the Wolf Pack, Jeff stood proudly
in Section F, munching on a tray of nachos, putting it down just in
time to throw his fists in the air for the powerful slam dunk pounded
down by junior forward Pooh Williams. A few minutes later when
Nevada’s star player Luke Babbit
drains a 3-pointer he yells, “Oh
shift.” He said when the other
teams make important shots, he’s
angry but doesn’t want to swear so
he uses replacement words instead.
After two hours of constant
cheering, Jeff Barry is excited to
find USU basketball player Tai
Wesley’s brothers and talk about
the game.
“He’s a die hard fan,” said TG
Wesley, Tai’s older brother, who
was once a great NCAA player for
BYU.
Jeff Barry makes it a point to
become a part of the players’ lives.
Jill Barry said he often sends getwell cards to an injured player or
attends athletes’ mission farewells.
He said that last year he was was “Mr. Irrelevant” at sophmore forward Brady Jardine’s wedding reception and that he gets sad when he
is reminded that USU running back Robert Turbin tore his ACL.
“He’s all about everybody else,” said Jake Frisby, a Section F front
row native and junior at USU. “He gave me a Cowboys calendar and
Cowboys pens. He’s one of the most standout amazing fans and a
stand-up great citizen of Cache Valley, not to mention the most statistically accurate.”
Jeff’s sister Allison Barry said she has always admired her brother
for his intelligence, which shows in his ability to remember random
athletic statistics and ability to remember a statement someone made
five years ago.
In 2005, Jeff wrote a letter to the commissioner of the NCAA tournament when the Aggies weren’t invited, explaining why they should
have been, and Tyler Barry said when he read the letter he couldn’t
believe his brother composed it on his own.
“It was perfect logic. It was like a lawyer had drafted it,” Tyler Barry

- See SUPERFAN, page 11

WACStandings
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Men’s Basketball

Women’s Basketball

USU
NMSU
La. Tech
Nevada
Fresno State
SJSU
Idaho
Hawaii
Boise St.

10-2
9-3
8-3
7-4
6-6
5-7
4-8
2-10
2-10

20-6
16-9
20-5
15-9
13-13
12-12
12-12
11-14
9-16

Fresno St.
Nevada
La. Tech
NMSU
Boise St.
Idaho
USU
Hawaii
SJSU

11-0
9-3
7-3
6-5
4-6
3-6
4-7
3-9
1-10

12-5
15-11
16-6
16-9
15-9
6-17
12-12
9-16
5-17

Stew Morrill (12th year)
Kerry Rupp (3rd year)

WEEKEND’S RESULTS:

WEEKEND’S RESULTS:

Feb. 17, Dee Glenn Smith Spectrum, 9:05 p.m.

2/13
USU @ SJSU – 81-65
La. Tech vs. Hawaii – 66-60
Nevada vs. BSU – 88-80 OT
Idaho @ Fresno St. – 68-59
2/15
NMSU vs. Hawaii – 88-64

2/13
Fresno St. vs. NMSU – 71-60
Nevada vs. USU – 77-66
Fresno St. vs. NMSU – 71-60
Idaho vs. Hawaii – 74-59
2/14
La Tech vs. SJSU – 81-66
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Ags come up empty in Sin City
By KAYLA CLARK
staff writer

After a strong showing last week at home, the
women’s tennis team lost both head-to-head matches this weekend in Las Vegas, Nev.
Friday’s match to UNLV ended in a harsh 7-0
defeat for the Aggies. Not one singles point was
claimed, losing in all six positions. No. 1 Aggie’s singles player, junior Hailey Swenson, lost to the Rebel’s
Kristina Nedeltcheva, who is nationally ranked No.
50, 6-1, 6-4. Swenson now has a 3-1 singles record
and a combined 6-2 singles and doubles record
thus far this season. UNLV’s Jana Albers, ranked
No. 44, defeated USU’s freshman Jaclyn West 6-3,
6-2 at the No. 2 singles spot, and classmate Kristina
Voytsekhovich lost to the Rebel’s Nives Pavlovic 60, 6-3 in the No. 3 slot. Sophomore Monica Abella
lost to the Rebel’s Adrienn Hidvegi (6-3, 6-0), junior
Taylor Perry fell to Anna Maskaliun (6-1, 6-1) and
senior Britney Watts to Alisa Razina (6-3, 6-0) at the
fourth, fifth and sixth positions, respectively.
USU endured losses at all three doubles positions, giving the Rebels the final point for the
match. West and Swenson’s three-match winning
streak was put to a halt by UNLV’s Nedeltcheva and
Albers, 8-6, handing Sewnson and West their first
loss of the young season and bringing their record
to 3-1. Abella and Voytsekhovich lost their match
8-1, as did Perry and Watts in the second and third
doubles positions, respectively.

Saturday’s match looked a little more promising for the Ags, but the team was unable to finish,
bringing in a close 4-3 loss against UC Riverside.
USU had wins at the No. 1, 2 and 4 spots in the
singles competition – Swenson defeating UCR’s
Nadia Sakhakorn, 6-1, 6-3 at the No. 1 spot, bumping up her singles record to 4-1 and a USU record 8-2
overall record for the season. West defeated UCR’s
Donna McCullough 6-3, 6-1 for the second point.
The final point for USU was brought in by Abella,
who battled Angelique Corpuz in a 3 match game,
6-4, 0-6, 6-4. Voytsekhovich, Perry and Watts lost in
their respective positions.
USU dropped the doubles point, losing in the
No. 2 and 3 spots. Swenson and West defeated
Roxanne Plata and Angelique Corpuz at the No.
1 position, 8-2. They now hold an impressive 4-1
doubles record on the season. Abella and freshman
Kristina Voytsekhovich cut it close but failed to
overcome UCR’s McCullough and Sakhakorn, losing
9-7. Watts and Perry fell to the Highlander’s Natalie
McKay and Taylor Raney, 8-6, in the No. 3 doubles
slot.
After last week’s win over in-state rival Weber
State on Wednesday and both losses in Sin City this
weekend, the Aggies now stand 2-3 on the season.
Utah State will host its next three matches of the
season starting with North Dakota on Friday, Feb.
19 at noon. It will then face Montana Feb. 27 and
Montana State on March 4. 4.
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.edu

Gymnasts can’t keep up with ranked opponents
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer

When it is time to look for that job, that career-type job, check with The UTAH
Statesman Job Finder first. Just go to www.A-Bay-USU.com and look for the job finder
widget, right thre on the right. Start clicking and start the search. Good luck!

Following a rather unfortunate theme that has plagued the
team for the majority of the 2010
season, the last two meets for the
Utah State women’s gymnastics
team were less about winning and
more about persevering.
The team’s progress has been
hindered by a rash of injuries
from the beginning of the season.
The Aggies traveled to Salt Lake
City last Friday night to square off
against their toughest opponent
of the season, No. 4 Utah. The
depleted Aggies struggled to find
enough gymnasts to compete in
each event and, ultimately, fell
to their in-state counterparts,
196.225-178.250.
The final score, a season low
for USU, was slightly misleading.
A total of five individual scores
is used to tally a team’s total
event score, but the short-handed

Aggies were only able to have four
girls compete on floor exercise,
thus forfeiting up to nine points.
The Aggies posted a seasonhigh 48.475 on bars, scored
46.200 on vault, 37.250 on floor
and 46.325 on beam. The Utes,
meanwhile, posted meet-highs in
each event, with scores of 49.125
on vault, 48.975 on bars, 48.875
on beam and 49.250 on floor.
Lost in the gloom of another
disappointing loss was another
strong performance from senior
co-captain Heather Heinrich.
Heinrich’s 38.775 was good for
fourth in the all-around competition and was her third consecutive season-high score.
Amid the injuries, USU head
coach Jeff Richards believes his
senior leader is peaking at the
right time.
“This is perfect,” Richards
said. “This is when we had
planned it – about mid-season
really coming on strong.”

Richards has continually praised
Heinrich’s work ethic and said her
recent attention to cleaning up
her form has really paid off.
Another USU highlight came
from a rather unexpected Aggie,
or at least, unexpected to everyone but Richards. Sophomore
Rebecca Holliday posted a USU
season-high 9.8 on bars, an event
she hadn’t competed in all season
prior to Friday’s meet.
“It was kind of expected,”
Richards said, “but we were a
little unsure because she hasn’t
competed at all.”
Richards said Holliday may
be one of the few Aggies who, in a
round-about way, may have benefited from an injury.
“I mean, it’s never good to get
an injury,” Richards said, “but she
was really able to work on bars.
She has truly put in the time and
just had tons of practice on that

- See GYM, page 14
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A different point of view

T

hree quarters of the Western Athletic
Conference season is in the books and a
10-2 record for Utah State in league play,
a third straight WAC championship is right
there for the Aggies’ taking. Although USU’s
remaining WAC schedule has three home
games and just one road game, conveniently
against the conference’s worst team, this final
stretch has the most uncertainty surrounding
it than any other stretch this season.
First up is Louisiana Tech, a team who
not only beat the Aggies earlier this season,
but beat them soundly. The Bulldogs of late
seemed to have come back down to earth
from appearing like a possibly dominant team
throughout much of this season, evidenced
by a recent six-point win over Hawaii in
Ruston. Hawaii was without two of its top-four
scorers in that game. both of whom played
against the Aggies in Logan earlier this year,
when Utah State handed Hawaii a 44-point
Want a new place to come home to?
loss.
The duo of Kyle Gibson and Magnum
Rolle for La. Tech is arguably the best insideoutside duo in the league this year, but the
Pay only
question of late-season fatigue is lingering and
it almost appears as though the Bulldogs are
running out of gas. Regardless, the Aggies will
need to play as well as they have been durfor the rest of the school year!
ing this 10-game winning streak to essentially
knock the Bulldogs out of the conference title
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tude is on ESPN2, which usually means USU
students will be in full-force barring any kind
of anomaly like what we saw against Idaho
two weeks ago when turnout was sparse by
Spectrum standards.
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also on ESPN2, will be the final stamp on
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consideration for an at-large bid to the NCAA
tournament in March. While it bears no
impact on the WAC race, it still could become
incredibly relevant in a few weeks from now.
Less than
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handed version of the Hawaii team that Utah
State beat by 44 points for the Aggies’ first
WAC win will be the competition on the
islands, and if USU can’t dispatch Hawaii on
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the islands, then it certainly is deserving of
taking itself out of WAC championship contention. It seems safe to assume, though, that
the Hawaii game should be an easy one for
USU.
The final home stretch against Fresno State
and New Mexico State is the make or break
of this WAC season. Fresno State will be looking for revenge after getting embarrassed in
its own arena by the Aggies earlier this year,
and it also has the claim of being the last
WAC team team win a game in the Spectrum.
While that may seem like ancient history, it’s
a game that USU needs to take seriously
with the Bulldogs back to full strength again
after the injury to their super-sophomore Paul
George.
If both New Mexico State and Utah State
manage to battle through their schedules until
March 6 without another loss, the senior-night
game in Logan will be a battle for the topseed in the WAC tournament. New Mexico
State is another team that is tough to judge at
this point in the season because of their late
additions of players who were academically
ineligible for the first half of the season. They
are a team that plays a very unorganized style
of basketball, which consists of a lot of 3pointers being taken. If they get hot and those
3-pointers start falling, much like they did for
the red Aggies in last year’s WAC Tournament
semifinal game against Utah State, it can be a
difficult task to overcome.
A Utah State student body in full force making ear-splitting amounts of noise at opposing
teams is the ultimate x-factor for Utah State,
and if I had to guess, it’d take something very
unexpected to prevent that student body
from rushing the Spectrum court once again
this year to celebrate and cut down some nets
for another outright conference championship.
Matt Sonnenberg is a

junior majoring in print
journalism. Matt is
an avid fan of Aggie
athletics and can be
found on the front row
of every home
football and basketball game.
He can also
be reached at
matt.sonn@
aggiemail.usu.
edu.
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Track team splits up for last regular season indoor meets
By TYREL SKINNER
staff writer

The Utah State track and field performed well
in its track meets over the weekend. Most of the
team competed at the Boise State Open, while the
long-distance runners traveled to Washington to
compete in the Husky Classic. Both groups had
remarkable results with many high finishes and
impressive performances.
In Washington, the runners faced fierce competition from teams from the PAC-10 conference
and elsewhere throughout the country. Even
with the tough competition, the Aggie runners
managed to put up some impressive results.
Sophomore Ruth Hilton and freshman Kaylee
Campbell finished high in the 3,000 meter run,
with Hilton who finished seventh with a time of
10:17.30, and Campbell who finished eighth with
a time of 10:18.98. In the mile run, junior Erin

Stratton finished fifth with a time 4:55.59. This
time set the WAC record for this season in the
women’s 1 one-mile run.
The men’s runners also competed well. Senior
Steve Strickland set the WAC season record for
the 3,000m with a 15th-place finish and a time
of 8:10.67. Daniel Howell and Nick Bolinder performed well in the 5,000m, both running new
personal records.
Perhaps the most impressive performance
was sophomore Brian McKenna’s 5,000m run.
McKenna finished with a time of 14:20.09 and a
41-place finish. His time was fast enough to break
the USU school record for the 5,000m run, which
was set in 2006 by Seth Wold. For his performance, McKenna earned the America First Credit
Union Utah State Athlete of the Week award, and
he holds the WAC season record to date.
The athletes in Boise faired equally as well.
For the Aggie women’s team, freshman Bailee
Witworth placed fifth in the 60m dash with a

Superfan: An inside look at Aggie superfan

time of 7.78. She also placed fifth in the 200m
with a time 24.96. Senior Ashlee Cannon finished
second in the 60m hurdles with a time of 8.60.
Junior Elaine Connolly placed fifth in the 800m
with a time of 2:20.54.
In the field events for the women, sophomore
Spella Huss had a first-place finish in the shot put
with a distance 14.44 meters. In the weight throw,
freshman Lindsay Spencer threw for a distance of
16 meters and finished fourth.
For the Aggie men’s team, junior Mike Pyrtle
finished second in the 60m dash with a time of
6.85. In the 60m hurdles, senior Dylan Nielson
had a time of 8.29 and finished third. Senior
Andrew Niccoli placed fourth in the mile with a

time of 4:22.24.
In the field events for the men, junior Clint
Silcock had another first-place finish in the high
jump with a height of 2.10m, making it his fourth
first place this season. In the shot put, junior Joe
Canavan threw for a distance of 17.44 meters and
had a first-place finish. He also placed well in the
weight throw, finishing second with a distance of
18.55m. In the heptathalon, junior Phillip Noble
finished second with a score of 4703.
This weekend’s meets capped off the Aggies’
regular season indoor track season. They will have
a week off as they gear up for the WAC Indoor
Championships on Feb. 25-28.
– t.g.s@aggiemail.usu.edu
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said. “It was the most well-writto the players.
ten letter I had ever seen. I was in
Through Jeff Barry’s devotion
disbelief that any kid could write to Aggie sports, many memorait.”
ble adventures have been created,
Jeff Barry said he admits
he said. He has been scowled at
Section F has its strengths during by fans of rival teams for crashbasketball games, such as
being loud and coordinating
the crowd, but he beats them
in number of games traveled
to.
When a USU game finally
comes to an end, Jeff said his
day has not yet soaked up
enough Aggie athletics. He
goes home to his computer
and talks with other NCAA
fanatics about the game,
exchanging views on the
game’s outcome via college
sports chatrooms.
“One thing I love about
college football and basketball is how out of so many
people who play in high
school, so few people are
good enough to play in colJEFF BARRY
lege,” Jeff Barry said.
Not only does Jeff Barry
attend every USU basketball and
ing their tailgating parties in his
football game he can afford to
Aggie gear, met entire cheerleadgo to, he attends some practices
ing squads and once lost his
too. He said he knows being an
wallet. Most of the opposing fans
athlete is tough and requires a lot he meets are interested in him
of time and he wants to do every- and supportive of his passion for
thing he can to show his support USU sports. He said everything

about traveling to away games is
a thrill, from talking to people
in the airport about where he is
going to exploring the city the
game is in.
Jeff Barry eats, drinks,
breathes and dreams
Aggies. He said nothing
excites him more than supporting his team, and he
loves being a fan the team
can recognize.
“Even if they had a 10year losing streak, I would
still be faithful,” Jeff Barry
said.
He said when he is a feeble
old man he will still be trailing Aggie sports around the
nation, standing in the visiting crowd and pumping up
his players. He doesn’t favor
any player above the others.
Jeff Barry said he will support them all equally.
“Jeff has really persevered and come out a winner,” Jill Barry said. “He works
hard and he’s just a goodhearted person. He is resilient
and always has a good, positive
attitude. He just hangs in there
and looks at the bright side of
life.”

Accommodations,
Dinner  &  Breakfast

49

                                99                                             

*Starting  at

plus  tax

Per  Couple
*  EconoLodge

Purchase  at:
Crystal  Inn  Suites
Suite  $69.99  
Jacuzzi  Suite  $94.99
853  South  Main  
752-0707

EconoLodge

Rooms  $49.99  Suites  $69.99
Honeymoon  Suite  only $79.99
364  South  Main
753-5623

Weston  Inn  
Seasons  at  the  Riter
Dinner  at  :
  Room  $69.99  
Mansion
  Suite  $94.99
Rooms  $119  and  $139
Hamilton’s
250  North  Main  752-5700
168  North  100  East
752-7727
Beehive Grill
Baugh  Motel
Quality  Inn
Rooms  $69.99,  $79.99  and  
Rooms  $59.99  Suites  $89.99
Cafe Sabor
$99.99
447  North  Main
153  South  Main
752-9141
752-5220
Kamin Thai Cuisine
Anniversary  Inn
Ruby  Rooms  $149  
Ruby Tuesday Holiday  Inn  Express
Emerald  Rooms  $179
Diamond  Suites  $239
Rooms  $94  and  $104
169  East  Center    752-3443
Firehouse Pizzeria
2235  North  Main,  Logan
752-3444
Golden Corral
For  details

www.getawaypackage.com
Call  753-6736

Available  Sept  -  April  2010                                          Getaway  Package  is  a  registered  trademark

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.
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tan Checketts, CEO of S & S Power. Susan
Belau, printmaker. Joe Cannon, editor of
Deseret News. Kimo Esplin, chief financial
officer of Huntsman Corporation. Bobby Ross,
artist.
These are a few of the impressive professionals that have visited campus in a month’s time,
each one giving a lecture on things they have
learned that could be useful to students. They
talk about their careers, their triumphs, their
failures and what they wished they would have
known in college.
The only problem is, a lot of times students
who would benefit from these guests don’t show
up to the event. If USU administration thinks
these people are worthy of the time and money
it would take to plan these events, shouldn’t the
students think it’s worthy of their time to go hear
what they have to say?
These professionals have gone to college,
graduated, hunted for jobs and clawed their
way to the top. They know what helped them to
succeed and what they could have done to get
farther. The best part of these speakers is that
they want to share this information with students
so students can benefit.
It’s like when our mothers say, “You’ll find out
when you grow up.” It’s like having a tried-andtrue road map to professional success. This is a
chance to know what we will find out when we
grow up before we grow up and make those
mistakes.
Speakers don’t just give speeches, they also
give students an opportunity to network. Most
students, after a speech, gather up their belongings and head for the door. A few students linger
behind, shake the hand of the guest, introduce
themselves and get a little face time in with the
big wigs. The job market is a tough thing to
break into these days, and that extra 10 minutes,
putting a face with a name in the eyes of a corporate big shot or creating a way to keep contact
with a visiting artist might be that extra boost a
resume needs to get a second glance by employers. You know what they say, it’s not what you
know, but who you know.
So maybe what it comes down to is students
simply don’t know where to find out about visiting speakers. USU’s Web site has a calendar with
some upcoming speakers and most colleges
have an up-to-date calendar of events going on
in their field.

Ask Miss Jones
Dear Miss Jones,

I have a roommate who begins
each day at 7:30 a.m. by setting
up his laptop in the living room,
blasting LDS hymns at earsplitting decibels and (horror of horrors) commencing to sing along.
This wouldn’t be so bad if he was
blessed with a beautiful voice,
but alas, contrary to the nature of
what he is singing, the resulting
noise suggests a choir of demons
rather than angels. This unholy
discord regularly awakens me
from my blissful slumber, and I
often struggle to return to sleep
while my roommate is out there
jack-hammering a hole in the
sidewalk or running over puppies
with a lawnmower.
So, Miss Jones, my question
is this: How can I tactfully and
respectfully inform my roommate that his daily cacophony is
seriously disturbing me without
sounding too much like Simon
Cowell? What would you do in
this situation? I eagerly await
your swift reply, as I would rather
be the metaphorical puppy under
the lawnmower than wake up
to one more satanic-sounding
serenade.
P.S.
Reading your column this
morning brought great sorrow
to my heart. I now realize that it
is people like me who caused the
sorry state of your inbox. Though
an avid follower of your column,
until now I have not attempted
to “contribute to the greater

purpose” and send you my issues
to be resolved. Do not blame
yourself for what has happened.
Your answers have helped many
a student over the life of your
column. It is unfair to compare
yourself to fallen heroes such as
Tiger Woods. You, Miss Jones,
you are one hero in this world
who has not yet fallen. Therefore,
I urge you not to lay down your
pen and settle for a life of loneliness among your polyuric cats,
but instead to persevere in the
world of helping people fix their
lives. Write on, Miss Jones, write
on.
Tortured by the Tone-Deaf
Dear Tortured by the ToneDeaf,

Thank you so much for you
kind words. All I want is for
you students to feel fulfilled,
and after last week’s column,
I received a number of e-mails
asking for help. While I can’t get
to all of them in one week, I plan
on addressing all I can, so please
keep them coming.
I have to admit, when I first
read your problem I couldn’t help
but chuckle. This sounds just
like my sorority days, except, of
course, when I was in Chi Omega,
sororities and fraternities were
actually cool, not just places
you pay for friends like today. A
few of my sorority sisters used
to wake up at 5 a.m. to milk the
cows in the Ag Science Building

- See JONES, page 13
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Letters to
the editor •
A public forum

Contents too hot to handle, read at your own risk
To the editor:
Thank you for helping provide up-to-date
news to Utah State campus. To get to the point,
I have been disappointed in some of the photos and advertisements that have appeared in
the student newspaper. The article “New Data
Sheds Light on Tanning Dangers” was a good
article, minus the picture of the girl in a bikini. Furthermore, the Peacock ads displaying
scandalously dressed women are really quite
appalling for a student newspaper. The media

of the world displays enough degrading photos and objectifying of women We don’t need
to send that demoralizing and disrespectful
message to the women and men of this campus every time they open the Statesman. I am
disappointed because I am impressed with the
Statesman as a whole but am hesitant to open
it, concerned that there may be something
there that I don’t want to see. Thank you for
listening and for your time.
Joel Smith

Introducing you to ASUSU
Engineering Senator
Andrew Hobson

G

reetings. I am Andrew Hobson. I am
studying environmental engineering and
will graduate this spring with a B.S.
degree. My wife, Jessica, and I have four wonderfully wild and precious children: Richard (9),
Kathryn (5), Naomi (2) and Isabella (5 months).
Obviously, I am not your average student. I am a
husband, a parent and an engineering major. As
such, I look at things from a different perspective. So what is an engineer? As Albert Einstein
said, “Scientists investigate that which already is;
engineers create that which has never been.’’
My drive this year has been to help create
a better college experience for those in the
engineering program. I’ve been involved with
Engineering State, Aggie Blue Fall Leadership,
Connections and other programs to leave
a legacy for the incoming freshmen. I have
loved being involved with all of these organizations while also representing the College of
Engineering as the ASUSU engineering senator.
Come play hovercraft bowling in the TSC
Wednesday at 2 p.m. and stay for the Ms.
Engineering Pageant at 4. Hovercrafts will be
featured in the TSC Ballroom Thursday, Feb.
18, from 3-6 p.m. It will be as fun as it sounds.
Accompanying the lovely engineering ladies
this year will be the Nerdy Man Competition.
This happens at 4 p.m. in the TSC lounges on
Wednesday.
Club Competition Day is definitely our biggest event. In that one day, we will award more
than $1,000 of cash and prizes, all thanks to our
generous donors. We fill the entire TSC lounge
with games, competitions and prizes. This year
we are featuring the Calculator Quick Draw,
EngiNERDeopardy, SumoBots, Edible Car Race,
Bridge Breaking and the Beta Bowl, which gives
the largest prize of $300 for the first place team.
Free Aggie Ice Cream will kick off the event at 3
p.m.
Just about every competition boasts a firstplace prize of at least $50, while most secondand third-place prizes come with at least $25
dollars. We’ll be giving away pizza certificates,
T-shirts, hats and other great merchandise for
those just attending.
New this year during Club Competition Day is

ANDREW HOBSON
the Area of Random Fun (AORF) which features
an inflatable jousting arena.
Club competitions run from 3-7 p.m., and
we are inviting members of the community
and local schools to attend, so pass the word
along. There are so many hands on things that
engineers have created, and we want to share it
with everyone. All majors and ages are welcome
to attend. Many competitions are designed to
accommodate walk-ons. For complete information, please visit http://www.engineering.usu.
edu and click on “college news and events.”
We’ll end the week at the Coppermill
Restaurant for the Engineering Banquet to award
outstanding students, advisers and faculty.
It has been my pleasure to serve the college
over this past year.
The College of Engineering: creating tomorrow ... today.
Andrew Hobson can be contacted at andrew.
hobson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Mark Vuong

Photo Editors
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Karlie Brand

About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Sound Off

Leave your
comments
on the stories and
columns
you find in
The Utah
Statesman at
aggietownsquare.com
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Yes, it sold that FAST on
www.a-bay-usu.DPN
(that’s what thousands of eyes can
do for you! Register today!)

Jones: Crooner for a roomer
-continued from page 12

and would sing as they made
breakfast. Now their singing
wasn’t bad, during normal hours
it would have been quite nice but
at five in the morning it was like
nails on a chalkboard. My bunkmate and I would wake up every
morning at 5 and wouldn’t be
able to attempt re-entering sleep
until they left around 5:30. I’m
pretty picky with my sleep and
could rarely fall back asleep after
being woken up, so no matter
how late I stayed up with Dick
(my boyfriend at the time), there
was no escaping waking up at the
crack of dawn.
This went on for over a month.
I attempted to talk to the perpetrators about my dilemma and
kindly asked them to sing when
they left the house and were on
their way to the cows or to at
least sing in their primary tones.
It worked for one morning and
either they forgot or decided my
sanity wasn’t worth it and went
back to the old routine the next
day. My bunk-mate and I spent
hours contemplating ways to fix
the problem but none seemed
feasible – until that is, we decided
to fight fire with fire. We decided

we would wake up an hour before
their normal time and make
enough noise to wake them and
keep them up. They politely
asked us to quiet down. We
ignored. They rudely asked us to
quiet down. We refused. Finally
after a week of this, they came
to us rather upset, complaining
that our noise was keeping them
from accomplishing their daily
tasks because they were too tired.
One even showed us her chipped
tooth from where she fell asleep
while milking a cow and banged
her head against the milk jug.
And while I felt bad (she looked
horrible with only half a front
tooth) I resolutely refused to
quiet down. I explained that
while I thought their singing was
beautiful, I hated every minute
of it because it woke me up far
earlier than I needed to be up.
They decided to make me a deal
and stopped singing while in the
house, instead sung while they
walked to the cows and while
they were milking.
My advice to you is to fight
this annoying super-mo with the
annoying super-mo inside of you:
wake up earlier than him and

pray out loud outside of his door
or read your Book of Mormon
the way one of the phrophets of
old would, standing on a table
and yelling animatedly, pointing
at different objects around the
room as if they were disciples.
He’ll be annoyed, and if he isn’t
and instead joins in with you, I’d
move ASAP because he’ll probably eventually suffocate you
with a pillow and say that God
told him to.
Good luck and remember: As
many times as Miss. Jones has
been around the block, her directions must be good.
E-mail your questions to be
answered by Miss Jones to statesman.miss.
jones@
gmail.com
or find
me on
Facebook.
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Men’s basketball racks up another win over weekend
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer
Junior forward Nate Bendall led five Utah State
Aggies in double-figures, scoring 18 points to lead his
team over the San Jose State Spartans, 81-65, in San
Jose Friday night. The Aggies (20-6, 10-2) extended
their winning streak to 10 games, and for the 11th
straight season, the Aggies reached at least 20 wins in
the regular season. In Utah State history, the Aggies
have only reached 20 wins during the regular season
14 times.
“I didn’t anticipate that we would be able to come
in here and win by that margin,” Aggie head coach
Stew Morrill told 610 KVNU in a radio post-game
interview. “I didn’t know if we could win at all. San
Jose has been very good at home.”
After the Aggies struggled somewhat against Boise
State, they brought a blistering offensive performance
to San Jose and stifled the Spartans (12-12, 5-7),
who were previously undefeated in Western Athletic
Conference play at home. The Aggies also got back
on track defensively, with the exception of defending
WAC leading-scorer Adrian Oliver, who went off for
28 points in the Spartans’ losing effort, 22 of his 28
points came in the second half.
“I thought that other than guarding Oliver, we
were pretty dang good defensively,” Morrill said.
Aside from Oliver’s 28 points, junior forward CJ
Webster was the only other Spartan in double-figures,
finishing with 12 points. The Aggies limited the
Spartans to 42.6 percent shooting from the field and
35.7 percent shooting from the 3-point line.
Bendall led a balanced Aggie offense against the
Spartans, in which all of the Aggie starters scored in

double-figures. Senior guard Jared Quayle finished
with 14 points. Junior guard Tyler Newbold added 13
points and a team-high six assists. Junior forwards
Tai Wesley and Pooh Williams chipped in 12 and
11 points, respectively. This is the second time that
Bendall exploded offensively against the Spartans,
but Bendall said he is even more grateful for the
Aggies’ balance at this point of the season.
“It’s great this late in the season to have that balance,” Bendall told 610 KVNU after the game. “It’s
great for all players. We can’t just rely on one guy this
late in the season, especially on the second game of a
road trip. It really helps us.”
The victory over the Spartans marks the secondstraight time that the Aggies swept a road trip, as the
Aggies defeated Fresno State, 69-43, on Jan. 21 and
University of Idaho, 60-48, on Jan. 23.
The Aggies offensive efficiency was as impressive
as their balanced production. The Aggies shot well
in the first half and continued to hit open shots in
the second half. The Aggies hit a fiery 71.4 percent of
their shots from the field and 75 percent from 3-point
range in the second half and finished the night shooting 61.7 percent from the field and 64.3 percent from
beyond the arc.
“It was a great win,” Morrill said. “I was just
pleased with how we executed. The game looks easier
when you make shots. We executed and got a lot of
good looks at the basket and then jumped up and
made shots.”
With the travel arrangements the Aggies faced in
traveling to Boise and then to San Jose two days later,
Morrill was rightfully concerned about how energized his Aggies would be. The Aggies showed no sign
of fatigue and Morrill said his team was ready and

energized long before tip-off.
“They were alive and energized in practice and
in the shoot-a-round. I think they were excited
with the chance to get a sweep and get to 20 wins,”
Morrill said.
The Aggies find themselves on the national
stage next week for two huge home games. They’ll
put their winning streak on the line as they host
Louisiana Tech and Wichita State in the Spectrum,
both games will be televised on ESPN networks.
Morrill said the Aggies just need to focus on what
has got the team this far.
“We just need to go play and have the same kind
of energy and not get bound up by the magnitude
of the games,” Morrill said. “It’s obvious when we
free flow and have fun and have a lot of energy,
we play better. That’s what we need to try and do.
We’ve just got to keep relaxed and have fun playing
basketball.”
One area of concern for the Aggies is sophomore
forward Brady Jardine, who hit his face diving for
a loose ball in the waning moments against the
Spartans.
“It’s something we’re really concerned about in
terms of his cheek bone,” Morrill said. “There is an
indention there … could be a possible fracture.”
Throughout the season, Jardine has provided a
defensive and offensive spark to the Aggies coming
off the bench.
Louisiana Tech is currently tied for second
place in the WAC with New Mexico State, after
losing to the NMSU Aggies 70-68 in New Mexico.
The Bulldogs rebounded Saturday at home against
Hawaii 66-60.
The Aggies will be looking to avenge their first

JUNIOR CENTER NATE BENDALL slams
home a dunk against two Nevada defenders on Feb. 6.
Bendall finished the Feb. 13 game at SJSU with a teamhigh 18 points. PATRICK ODEN photo

WAC loss against Louisiana Tech – an 82-60 blowout
in Ruston, La.
Tip-off against Louisiana Tech is slated for
Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the Spectrum.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggie sluggers off to best start of decade at 4-1 after tournament in St. George
BY USU ATHLETICS
Utah State rallied from a
3-1 first-inning deficit to defeat
Seattle, 4-3, Sunday afternoon in
the Aggies’ final action at the Red
Desert Classic. The win gives USU
a 4-1 record after the first weekend of play this season.
The 4-1 start is the best opening to a season by the Aggies of
the 2000’s.
Senior shortstop Rachel Evans
was 2-for-3 with a run scored,
while junior left fielder Joreigh
Landers was 1-for-3 with a run
scored, and senior right fielder
Emily Reilly was 1-for-3 and drove
in the winning run in the top of

the sixth with a fielder’s choice.
USU scored in the top of the
first on a single by sophomore
third baseman Kelley Kaneshiro,
plating Landers from second after
she reached on a single up the
middle and stole second.
Seattle hung three on the
board in the bottom of the
first, stringing together three
hits, including a two-run single
by Hannah Klein, giving the
Redhawks a 3-1 lead.
That score would remain until
the fifth when the Aggies rallied
to knot the score at 3-3. Reilly
started the rally with a single
and Evans followed with a bunt
single. Senior center fielder Nicole

“Rupp” Tindall followed with a
single to right to load the bases.
Freshman first baseman Shelbi
Tyteca followed with a foul fly to
right that Reilly tried to tag and
score on but was thrown out at
the plate. Landers then followed
with a hit to short, which couldn’t
be handled by Seattle short stop
Allegra Wilde, allowing Evans
and Tindall to score.
In the visitor’s half of the
sixth, USU plated a run without
a hit, taking advantage of two
hit by pitches and a passed ball,
as freshman designated player
Kali Cancelosi led off by getting
hit by a pitch. Freshman Katie
Bowdidge pinch ran for Cancelosi

and advanced to second after
freshman second baseman Tina
Ferguson also got hit by a pitch.
Bowdidge moved to third on
a passed ball and scored on a
fielder’s choice by Reilly. The
Aggies’ rally ended after Ferguson

Gym: Rough weekend for gymnasts
-continued from page 10
event.”
The Aggies were missing,
among others, junior co-captain
Lyndsie Boone,and promising
freshman Amelia Montoya, two
of the team’s top individual performers.
Richards believes these difficult experiences, coupled with
the eventual return of some key
performers, will ultimately yield
a better Aggie squad.
“It will probably be midMarch before we get kids back,”
Richards said. “I think we’re
going to be a completely different
team when it happens.”
Following the Utah meet, the
Aggies had a quick turnaround,
finding themselves back on the
mat Monday night, competing
at home against conference rival
and in-state foe No. 19 Southern
Utah University. As was the case
with Utah, injuries limited what
the Aggies were able to do against
the T-Birds, ultimately leading to
the 195.075-186.675 loss.
The Aggies posted scores
46.875 on vault, 48.050 on bars,
47.125 on beam and 44.625 on
floor. Southern Utah posted

meet-highs in each of the four
events, posting a 48.675 on vault,
48.725 on bars, 48.750 on beam
and 48.925 on floor.
Following the meet, Heinrich
admitted that the team has been
frustrated by the crippling effect
injuries have had on its season
but said she and her teammates
are steadily improving.
“We’re learning how to deal
with it better,” Heinrich said.
“We’re making our way through
the season as best as possible.”
While the team continued to
battle and struggle, Heinrich continued her stellar individual performance. She posted a seasonhigh in all-around competition
for the fourth-consecutive meet,
notching a 38.800. The score
was good for second in the meet,
behind Southern Utah’s Elise
Wheeler, who posted a 39.425.
“I’m happy with how I did,”
Heinrich said and noted she has
been less concerned about her
individual scores and focused
more on ways to strengthen the
team. “I just want to go out and
do what I can for the team and be
a team leader.”

Unlike the meet against Utah,
the Aggies were able to field five
gymnasts for each event, due in
large part to the performance
of sophomore Brandie Dickson.
Richards said Dickson put a floor
routine together in just half a day,
otherwise the Aggies would have
forfeited a score once again.
Other Aggie highlights
included a 9.725 from freshman
Amanda Watamaniuk on bars,
tying her season-high, and a
career-best 9.700 from junior
Jackie Dillon on beam. Monday’s
meet was Dillon’s second back
from injury after returning to
competition against Utah.
After spending much of
the early season on the road,
the Aggies will remain home
throughout the week as they
prepare for their third straight
in-state opponent, BYU on Friday.
Heinrich, for one, is excited for
another opportunity to compete
in front of a home crowd.
“We appreciate all of the fans
coming out,” she said. “We appreciate all of the support.”
– dan.fawson@aggiemail.usu.edu

and seventh to collect the save.
Tyteca struck out three Redhawks
after Greenough fired two strikeouts. Freshman Mandy Harmon
yielded three hits in the first in
allowing Seattle’s only runs and
hits.
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Student Jobs
6WXHGHQW-ERV
)RU PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ WKHVH MREV
FKHFN ZLWK 868 6WXGHQW (PSOR\
PHQW76&

SENIOR CO-CAPTAIN HEATHER HEINRICH hits the vault on Monday night’s meet against
No. 19 Southern Utah University. SCOTT PAGE photo

was thrown out at home trying to
score on a groundout by Evans.
Shelbi Tyteca came in relief of
senior pitcher Kate Greenough,
who pitched four innings of nohit, shut out softball and shut
down the Redhawks in the sixth

RIIFDPSXVMREV
4XDOLW\&RQWURO,QWHUQVKLS
3UHVFKRRO7HDFKHUQHJRWLDEOH
6XEVWLWXWH3UHVFKRRO7HDFKHU
KRXU
/LQH&RRN GRH
&RFNWDLO:DLWUHVV
%DUWHQGHU
/DQGVFDSH6SUD\LQJ7HFKQLFLDQ
KU
)RUHVWU\7HFKQLFLDQDLG)LUH3UHYHQ
WLRQ*6
7PRELOH6DOHV5HSUHVHQWDWLYH%DVH
KU
7HDFKLQJ$VVLVWDQW)RU6WXG\$EURDG
WRWDOVWLSHQG
$FFRXQWDQWWD[3UHSDUDWLRQ'2(
 7HFKQLFDO 6HUYLFHV &RQVXOWDQW

6XPPHU&DPSKU
1DQQ\%DVHGRQH[SHULHQFH
1DQQ\
&RPPRQ*URXQG2XWGRRU$GY6XP
PHU,QWHUQ
&KLOG&DUH)OH[LEOH
0DUNHWHUVDOHVSHUVRQSRWHQFLDOO\
DQKRXU
2QFDPSXV6DOHVDQGWUDLOHUV
2XWVLGH,QVLGH6DOHV%DVH&RP
PLVLRQ
0DUNHWHUXSWRKU
 0DUNHWHUVDOHVSHUVRQ 8S WR 
KRXU
6DOHV5HSUHVHQWDWLYH
1DQQ\ DVDS 1HJRWLDEOH
)LQDQFLDO6HUYLFHV$JHQW
 $GYHUWLVLQJ 6DOHV &RQVXOWDQW 8S WR

 0DUNHWLQJ $QG /HDG *HQHUDWLRQ 
DQKRXUFRPPLVLRQ
$JHQW6WDII6WDUWLQJ
0DUNHWHUVDOHV
4XLFNERRNV+HOSHUSHUKRXU
+LJK6FKRRO*LUOV/DFURVVH5HIHUHH
JDPH
1XUVHU\$LGH+RXU
6DOHV0DQDJHUUHSKU
/LFHQVHG3UDFWLFDO1XUVH'2(
'LUHFW&DUH$VVRFLDWHKRXU

6DOHV5HS$YHUDJHKU
0RGHOKRXU
3DUWWLPH6FLHQFH7HDFKHUIRU
VHPHVWHU
)UHHODQFH*UDSKLF'HVLJQHU:DQWHG
2SHQIRUELG
$FFRXQWLQJ,QWHUQKRXU
'RFXPHQW6LJQHU
 7HFKQLFDO 6XSSRUW  *UDYH\DUG
KRXU
'HOLYHU\
7HDFKHUOHDG1DWXUDOLVW'2(
$5RXWH0DQDJHU
6HDVRQDO*DUGHQ&HQWHU+HOS
2QFDPSXVMREV
&7HDFKLQJ$VVLVWDQWKRXU
&6WXGHQW0HQWRUVXSHUYLVRU
&*DPH3URJUDPPHUKU%2(
&5HVHDUFK$VVLVWDQW
&+LJK6FKRRO6FLHQFH,QWHUQ
& *UDSKLF 'HVLJQHU KU
%2(
&*UDSKLF'HVLJQFRPPHUFLDO$UWV
KU
& 3UHSXUFKDVH &RXQVHORU EDVHG
RQH[SHULHQFH
& 8QGHUJUDG 5HVHDUFK $VVLVWDQW
%2(
&7HFK&RPP,QWHUQZHE0DQDJHU

& 6WXGHQW 7HFKQLFDO :ULWHUHGLWRU

&3K\VLRORJ\7XWRU ELRO 
&<RXWK3URJUDPV$VVLVWDQW&RRU
GLQDWRU'2(
& <RXWK &RQIHUHQFH )DFLOLWDWRU
PLQLPXP'2(
&(OHFWULFDO(QJLQHHULQJ$VVLVWDQW
&2IILFH$VVLVWDQWYDULDEOH
&)RRG6HUYLFH:RUNHU
&0RZLQJKU
&5HVHDUFK7HFKQLFLDQ%2(
&5HVHDUFK$VVLVWDQWPRQWK
&6XEVWLWXWH7HDFKHU
& &XVWRPHU 6HUYLFH 7RRHOH 'LV
WDQFH(GKU
&&OHUNVHFUHWDU\KRXU
& $PHULFDQ 6LJQ /DQXJDJH ,QWHU
SUHWHU
& 6WXGHQW 6XSSRUW 6HUYLFHV 7XWRU

& /DERUDWRU\ 7HFKQLFLDQ PLQLPXP

&7XWRUKU
F)LHOG$VVLVWDQFH,Q+DZDLL

PARKERFOLKMAN@GMAIL.COM

3OHDVH1RWH

,I HPDLOV SKRQH QXPEHUV DUH RWKHU
LQIRUPDWLRQ LV PLVVLQJ FKHFN RXW
WKHFRPSOHWHOLVWLQJVRQOLQHDWZZZ
DED\XVXFRP
5RPPDWHQHHGHG

0DVWHU%HGEDWK%DFKHORUSDG)DQ
WDVWLFSULYDWHPDVWHUEHGDQGEDWKURRP
$SDUWPHQWLVDEHGEDWKZLWKJUDQ
LWHFRXQWHUWRSVDQGDOOWKHDPHQLWLHV,W
LV D JUHDW ORFDWLRQ ELNH ULGH WR 868 
DQGULJKWQH[WWREXVVWRS3RROKRWWXE
H[HUFLVH URRP 7KH URRPPDWHV DUH LQ
WKHLU V DQG FROOHJH VWXGHQWV 7KH\
DUH PDOH EXW ZRXOG OLNH HLWKHU JHQGHU
WR OLYH WKHUH DV ORQJ DV \RX DUH FOHDQ
7KH DSDUWPHQW LV GULQN IULHQGO\ EXW QR
VPRNLQJSOHDVH7KHDSDUWPHQWLVTXLHW
DQGGRHVQWKDYHSDUWLHVLQRUQH[WGRRU
3OHDVHFDOOWH[WRUHPDLO3HWVXQGHU
OEVDUHDOORZHGZLWKDSHWGHSRVLW5HQW
'HSRVLW

%HGURRPVWRUHQW
XWLOLWLHVWYLQWHUQHW LQFOXGHG , KDYH
EHGURRPV WR UHQW LQ QHZO\ UHPRGHOHG
EDVHPHQW5HQWLVZKLFKLQFOXGHV
WYLQWHUQHWDQGXWLOLWLHV+RPHLVRQ
1E\(DVWVRFORVHWRFDPSXVHPDLO
PHDWSDSDZRRG#\DKRRFRPIRU
TXHVWLRQVRULILQWHUHVWHG

%URRNODQH$SDUWPHQWV)RU5HQW2QO\
IRUVXPPHUFRQWUDFW3ULYDWHEHGURRPV
,QWHUQHWVHOIFOHDQLQJRYHQVGLVKZDVK
HUV HWF 161'13 'LVFRXQW VXPPHU
VFKRRO\HDUFRQWUDFW6HHDW(
1LQ/RJDQRUFDOO
$XWRVIRU6DOH
+RQGD3DVVSRUW

12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• WOLFMAN* (R)

1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20, 9:20

• AVATAR* (PG-13) IN DIGITAL 3D

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

2:15, 5:30, 8:45

• PERCY JACKSON* (PG)
1:00, 4:20, 6:50, 9:20

• DEAR JOHN* (PG-13)

• WHEN IN ROME* (PG-13)

• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)

• VALENTINE’S DAY* (PG-13)

12:35, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35

1:20, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35

• WOLFMAN*

(R)
12:45, 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25

• AVATAR* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:30, 7:45

CONTACT TEAM LEADER
PARKER FOLKMAN
208-221-7578

&0DQDJHU

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• DEAR JOHN* (PG-13)

NOW HIRING
FOR OUTSIDE
SALES POSITIONS IN:

SUMMER JOBS
MAY – AUGUST

Please Note

UNIVERSITY 6

CLARK PEST CONTROL

*BAKERSFIELD, CA
*LANCASTER, CA
*VISALIA, CA
*FRESNO, CA
*SANTA CLARITA, CA

&%LRORJLFDO7HFKQLFLDQKU
&0DUVKDOHVH,QWHUSUHWHUKU
&2FFXSDWLRQDO7KHUDSLVWEDVHGRQ
H[SHULHQFH
& 5HVHDUFK $VVLVWDQW KU
QHJRWLDEOH

• FROM PARIS TO ROME* (R)
12:40, 2:45, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20

• WHEN IN ROME* (PG-13)

1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05,- 9:05

• PERCY JACKSON (PG)*
1:10, 4:10, 6:40, 9:10

• VALENTINE’S DAY (PG-13)*
12:45, 3:45, 6:50, 9:40

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50

*NO PASSES

OR

DISCOUNT TICKETS

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

1:00, 4:00, 6:35, 9:10

TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT
DISCOUNT NIGHTS AT UNIVERSITY 6
ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE PRICE
WITH STUDENT ID

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
• EDGE OF DARKNESS* (R)
4:10, 7:05 Fri/Sat 9:35
• ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS
(PG) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• LEGION (R)
4:00, 6:40 Fri/Sat 9:20
• THE BLIND SIDE (PG-13)
4:10, 6:50, Fri/Sat 9:30
• TOOTH FAIRY* (PG)
4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

JT & Tea • Joseph Gould •

It’s All About You • Murphy

FDU IRU RYHU  \HDUV DQG KDYH ORYHG LW
,WLVDSHUIHFWYHKLFOHLI\RXKDYHDVPDOO
IDPLO\DQGZDQWDUHOLDEOHYHKLFOH7KLV
+RQGD 3DVVSRUW KDV IRXU EUDQG QHZ
WLUHV *RRG\HDU ZUDQJOHU  DQG DOVR D
EUDQG QHZ WUDQVPLVVLRQ FRPHV ZLWK D
ZDUUDQW\ ,WDOVRKDVDKLWFKIRUWRZLQJ
3DLQWORRNVJRRGZLWKQRUXVW$OVRWKLV
YHKLFOHLVDFKDPSLQWKHVQRZ/LYLQJLQ
/RJDQZHKDYHWUDYHOHGWRDQGIURP6DOW
/DNH DQG LW KDV EHHQ ZRQGHUIXO JRLQJ
WKURXJKWKHFDQ\RQVDQGVQRZSDFNHG
URDGV)HHOIUHHWRFRQWDFWXVIRUDWHVW
GULYH0HOLVVD

Electronics
&RPSXWHUV (OHFWURQLFV
.DQWHN /&' 3URWHFW )LOWHU WKLV LWHP LV
D VWHDO 7KLV LWHP LV EUDQG QHZ VWLOO LQ
WKH ER[ ,W ILWV } WR } /&' PRQL
WRUV .HHS \RXU /&' GLVSOD\CV GHOLFDWH
VXUIDFH XQGDPDJHG ZLWK WKLV TXDOLW\
SURWHFWLYH ILOWHU 3ULYDF\ IHDWXUH RQ 69
PRGHOVEOXUVVLGHYLHZVWRNHHSVHQVL
WLYH GDWD FRQILGHQWLDO 1HXWUDO OLJKW WLQW
GHOLYHUVWUXHFRORUILGHOLW\+DVDIUDPH
OHVVGHVLJQ
3OD\VWDWLRQIRUVDOH*RRGZRUNLQJFRQ

GLWLRQ2%27KLVSDFNDJHLQFOXGHV
D36V\VWHPZRUNLQJFRQWUROOHUVDOO
RI WKH FRUGV WKUHH PHPRU\ FDUGV 
JDPHV DQG  GHPRV 7KH JDPHV LQ
FOXGH&UDVK%DVK7RPE5DLGHU&RRO
%RDUGHUV7HNNHQ7RPRUURZ1HYHU
'LHV  1%$ -DP ([WUHPH :&: YV
WKH :RUOG 7HVW 'ULYH 2II 5RDG 7HWULV
3OXV 0/%  1&$$ )RRWEDOO 
6SDFH,QYDGHUV7HFPR6WDFNHUV6S\UR
<HDURIWKH'UDJRQDQG*UDQ7XULVPR
+HOS:DQWHG
Help
Wanted
:HE'HVLJQHU
/RRNLQJWRH[SDQG\RXUSRUWIROLRDQGHDUQ
PRQH\DWWKHVDPHWLPH",QHHGDIHZ
ZHEVLWHVGHVLJQHGDQGDPZLOOLQJWRSD\
IRUWKHPHPDLOSUHIHUUHGZRRGZDUGE#
HQJDJHWHFKV\VWHPVFRP
6XPPHU&DPS6WDII:DQWHG
$UH\RXDUHORRNLQJIRUDQDGYHQWXUHWKLV
VXPPHU" 3DVVLRQDWH DERXW WKH JUHDW
RXWGRRUV" (QMR\ ZRUNLQJ ZLWK NLGV"
&RPHVSHQG\RXUVXPPHULQWKHPRXQ
WDLQV
*LUO6FRXWVRI8WDKLVORRNLQJIRUIXQDQG
HQWKXVLDVWLF ZRPHQ DQG PHQ WR ZRUN

DWRXUEHDXWLIXOFDPSVLQ3DUN&LW\DQG
3URYR *LUOV DJHV  SDUWLFLSDWH LQ
KRUVHEDFNULGLQJFDQRHLQJURFNFOLPE
LQJ EDFNSDFNLQJ DUFKHU\ PRXQWDLQ
ELNLQJ FHUDPLFV FRRNLQJ IDVKLRQ GH
VLJQ SKRWRJUDSK\ GUDPD PXVLF DQG
OHDGHUVKLSGHYHORSPHQW
:HDUHVHHNLQJKLJKHQHUJ\RXWJRLQJLQGL
YLGXDOVZLWKDVWURQJGHVLUHWRKHOSRXU
FDPSHUV OHDUQ JURZ DQG KDYH WRQV RI
)81,I\RXPHHWWKHVHTXDOLILFDWLRQV
ZHZDQWWRKHDUIURP\RXEXWRQO\LI\RX
ZDQWWRKDYHWKHEHVWVXPPHUHYHU
$SSO\RQOLQHDWZZZJVXWDKRUJ$ERXW8V
FDPSBHPSSKSRUFDOO%HFN\DW

-HZHOU\
Jewelry
%HDXWLIXO)DQF\&XW:HGGLQJ5LQJ)DQF\
FXWVROLWDUHSULQFHVVFXWFWGLDPRQG
LQDFKDQQHOWHQVLRQVHWZLWKNZKLWH
JROG 6TXDUHG ERWWRP SUHYHQWV VOLS
SLQJ'LDPRQGKDVSHUIHFWFRORUFODULW\
LVDQ6,&XUUHQWO\DVL]H&DQEH
UHVL]HG IRU IUHH &HUWLILHG E\ WKH *HP
RORJLFDO,QVWLWXWHRI$PHULFDDQGFRPHV
ZLWKSDSHUZRUN&DOORUHPDLO6WHSKDQLH
DW  RU VGDZVRQ#DJJL
HPDLOXVXHGX
0LVFHOODQHRXV
Misc./Personals
$'237,21
3URIHVVLRQDO FRXSOH -XGLWK DQG 0LFKDHO
VHHNLQJ WR DGRSW QHZERUQ +RPH ILOOHG
ZLWKODXJKWHUORYH*RRGQHLJKERUKRRG
VFKRROV SOD\JURXQGV &DOO DGRSWLRQ
DJHQF\

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES

3V]LS`)VULZ

0U]PJ[\Z7.
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56 !VU:\UKH`
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Answers can be found elsewhere in this issue!
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StatesmanBack Burner

Wednesday

Hike for Haiti

Feb. 17
Today is Wednesday,
Feb. 17, 2010. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Mike
Sheffield, sophomore in
civil engineering, from
Highland, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1801, after one tie vote
in the Electoral College
and 35 indecisive ballot votes in the House
of Representatives,
Vice President Thomas
Jefferson is elected the
third president of the
United States over his
running mate, Aaron
Burr. Thomas Jefferson
died on July 4, 1826,
the 50th anniversary
of the Declaration of
Independence.

Weather

You need to know....

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

The ORC will be hosting a Hike
for Haiti on Feb. 17. Come hike
up Green Canyon anytime
between 6 p.m. and midnight
with a candlelight vigil at 10
p.m. Cost is $10 which includes
gear rental and refreshments.
All proceeds go to Hope for
Haiti. Sign up at the ORC.

Guest speaker Dominic Gill is
traveling the world talking about
his trip from Alaska down to the
tip of South America on a tandem
bicycle. Feb. 18 at noon in the
Eccles Conference Center. Please
RSVP to 797-3679.
On Feb. 19, Three Weeks is
having a concert in the Lundstrom
Student Center starting at 8
p.m. This is a fundraiser for the
Ignite your passion for advenAmerican Red Cross. Tickets are
ture. The Banff Mountain
$5. Questions call 307-760-2501
Film Festival World Tour will
or e-mail brooks.marshall@aggiexhilarate you with amazing big- email.usu.edu.
screen stories when it comes to
Relay for Life registration
the Kent Concert Hall at 7 p.m. begins Feb. 24 on the TSC Patio
on Feb. 18-19.
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. See how
you can help the American Cancer
Society in their battle.
Phi Alpha Theta will be holding
Nominations are now open
a book sale outside the History for USU Employee of the Year
Office on the third floor of Old award. The guidelines for nominaMain from Feb. 16-19.
tion and evaluation may be found
at https://www.usu.edu/hr. The
deadline for nominations is Feb.
Ballroom Company presents
25. If you have any questions conDancing with the USU Stars
tact Maria Boyer at 797-5475.
on Feb. 17 at 7 p.m. in the Kent
Join the Black Student Union
Concert Hall. Cost is $4 with
on Feb. 17 at 12:45 for visiting prostudent ID.
fessor Sean Elias who will speak.
On Feb. 19 at 6:30 p.m. in the TSC
Ballroom there will be a soul food
On Feb. 18 USU’s Dance United dinner. Tickets available in TSC
Club will have social dancing
309.
starting at 7 p.m. at the Fine
USU Extension will present
Arts Center, Room 104. Cost is
a series of personal and family
$4. Beginners are welcome.
financial management workshops beginning Feb. 24 at 7 p.m.
To register, call 752-6263.
Religion in Life Devotional will
Psi Chi and Psychology Club
be held Feb. 19 at 11:30 a.m. in social/fundraiser will be held
the Cultural Center. The speaker March 3 at 6 p.m. in the educawill be Sandra Phillips. FNA
tion atrium. Come eat pizza and
will be holding a recess activity help out at the women’s basketball
on Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.
game.
Areito dinner will be held
Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. Dinner Show
The 67th annual Joseph Smith
fundraising for the victims of the
Memorial Fireside will be
earthquake in Haiti. Cost is $5
held Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. in the
for kids, $11 for adults, $13 at the
Spectrum. The speakers will
door. Tickets can be purchased at
include Elder Robert D. Hales.
the card office.
Doors open at 6 p.m.

-Recyclemania, all day.
-Men’s tennis vs. Weber State, noon.
-Black Out Loud, Internaional
Lounge, 12:45 p.m.
-Women’s basketball vs. Fresno State,
5 p.m.
-Dancing with the USU Stars, KCH, 7
p.m.
-Men’s basketball vs. Louisiana Tech,
9 p.m.

Film festival

Thursday

Feb. 18

Book sale

-Recyclemania, all day.

Friday

Moderately Confused • Stahler

USU dance stars

Feb. 19
-Recyclemania, all day.
-Softball vs. Washington, 10 a.m.
-Women’s tennis vs. North Dakota,
noon.
-International film series, Old Main,
6 p.m.
-Soul food dinner, TSC Ballroom, 6:30
p.m.
-Gymnastics vs. BYU, 7 p.m.
-Choral concert, Performance Hall,
7:30 p.m.

Dance United

Religion in Life

Thursday’s Weather
High: 34° Low: 25°
Snow showers

Joseph Smith

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

WAREHOUSE SALE

4 Days
Only

Wednesday • 7:30 AM - 8 PM / Thursday • 7:30 AM - 8 PM / Friday • 7:30 AM - 8 PM / Saturday • 7:30 AM - 6 PM

Guaranteed
Lowest Prices
Of The Year!

6 MONTHS
No Interest*

e
l
a
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n
O
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r
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*Layaway program

Super Savings On

Passenger
Performance
Light Truck

LTX A/T

SUV

2

4x4

&

and every other
Michelin tire in stock

RV

All Custom W

30

FREE Mounting
FREE Balancing
FREE Valve Stems
FREE Tire Disposal

& LTX M/S

2

Outstanding Buys On

heels In Stock

%

OFF

Manufacturer’
s recommend

ed retail price

.

All Terrain T/AKO • Mud Terrain T/AKM
Logan

Providence

885 North Main

110 S. Hwy 165

753-2412

787-1844

